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1. Purpose

The purpose of this calculation is to estimate the probability of criticality in a pressurized water
reactor (PWR) uncanistered fuel waste package during the postclosure phase of the repository as
a function of various waste package material, loading, and environmental parameters.
Parameterization on the upper subcritical limit that is used to define the threshold for criticality
will also be performed. The possibility of waste package misload due to human or equipment
error during preclosure is also considered in estimating the postclosure criticality probability.

2. Method

The internal degradation scenarios for the 21 PWR absorber plate waste package have been
previously developed for the purpose of performing criticality evaluations of the possible
degraded configurations (Ref. 7.4, Section 7.1). Figure 2-1 shows a schematic view of the
expected sequence of degradation following breach of the package. Since the waste package
(WP) interior was inerted with He prior to breach, the initial configuration will be the as-built
basket (Fig. 2-IA). Within a few hundred years following breach, the carbon steel and aluminum
components will degrade to insoluble corrosion products as shown in Figure 2-1B (Ref. 7.4,
Section 7.1, and Ref. 7.18). While structural calculations show that the absorber plates can
support the load of the assemblies, localized corrosion in the crevice regions at the corners of
each cell will likely cause collapse shortly after failure of the structural components. However,
the majority of the borated stainless steel (B-SS) absorber plates will remain largely undegraded
and remain between the assemblies, along with corrosion products from the degraded carbon
steel tubes (Fig. 2-lC). Eventually, after thousands of years, general corrosion will also fully
degrade the absorber plates, allowing the soluble boron neutron absorber to be flushed out of the
package (Fig. 2-ID). The zircaloy cladding and spacers represent the most corrosion resistant
material in the WP, and thus will be the last to degrade. Rod consolidation will likely occur prior
to complete cladding degradation (Fig. 2-IE), as the spacer grids are typically fabricated from
strips of zircaloy that are thinner than the cladding. The final internal configuration (Fig 2-IF) is
complete degradation of the entire WP contents, with only the insoluble materials remaining.
Based on the criticality calculations performed in Reference 7.4 to evaluate the above degraded
configurations, only Configurations C and D show potential for criticality if the waste package is
flooded and contains sufficiently reactive fuel.

For this calculation, a simple Monte Carlo model is utilized to generate the probability that an
absorber plate waste package loaded with a specified range of the PWR waste stream will exceed
the specified subcritical limit. Data on the distribution of assembly burnup and enrichment are
obtained from the 1995 Energy Information Administration (EIA) database of historical and
projected PWR assembly discharges (Ref. 7.9). Probability distributions relating to WP
environmental conditions and the time of occurrence of various penetrations in the WP barriers
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are abstracted from preliminary Total System Performance Assessment - Viability Assessment
(TSPA-VA) modeling results. For each model realization, these distributions are sampled to
determnine: 1) if the waste package is under a dripping fracture, 2) is breached in such a manner
that it will accumulate water, and 3) contains fuel which might be capable of exceeding the
subcritical limit. For realizations where all of these criteria are met, a mass balance method is
used to track the WP degradation through Configurations C and D, and determine the state of
degradation of the waste package at a given time based on information sarnpled from the above
mentioned distributions. The degraded waste package kff regressions developed in Reference 7.4
(Section 7.6) are utilized in combination with the assembly burnup/enrichment data to determine
if the package exceeds the subcritical limit prior to breaching on the bottom and draining. If the
limit is exceeded, the time is recorded before starting the next realization. The total number of
waste packages that exceed the limit at a given time, divided by the total number of realizations
represents the cumulative probability that an absorber plate waste package will exceed the
subcritical limit-at that time.

The probability that a PWR waste package of any type (no-absorber, absorber plate, or absorber
rod) exceeds the subcritical limit during postclosure as a result of human error during loading is
conservatively determined by combining the probability of misload per, package from Reference
7.16 (Section 6) with the fraction of packages that are breached and flooded as a function of time
(e.g., a misloaded package is assumed to exceed the subcritical limit if flooded; see Assumption
3.12).
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Figure 241. Degradation Sequence for the 21 PWR Absorber Plate Waste Package
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3. Assumptions

3.1 It is assumed that B&W Mark B 15 x 15 fuel type, which was assumed in the criticality
calculations (Ref. 7.4) used to develop the ken regressions discussed in Section 5.1.7, is
bounding for all PWR assembly designs. The basis for this assumption is a previous
evaluation performed for the BR-100 transportation cask, which established the B&W
Mark B assembly as one of the most reactive PWR fuel designs in the 30 GWdIMTU
burnup range under intact fuel assembly and fixed basket geometry conditions (Ref. 7.10,
p. 11.6-6). This assumption is used throughout the calculation.

3.2 The following equation obtained from Reference 7.2, page 7, is assumed to provide
representative, but slightly conservative values for PWR spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
assembly k. values:

k = 1.06.- O.01b - 0.002c + 0.114a + 0.00007081b2 + 0.00007565c2
- .007.a2-

0.0002671*bea - 0.0001145*bac + 0.0002318.coa + 0.000009366*becta

where: a = initial sU enrichment in weight percent,
b = assembly bumup in GWdIMTU, and
c = assembly cooling time (i.e., age) in years (< 20 years).

The usage and development of this equation is presented in detail in Reference 7.2. The
basis for using this equation is that it was used in defining the WP design configurations,
and identifying the conceptual loading strategy for the absorber plate WP design, in
Reference 7.5. A constant value of c=10 years was used for consistency with Reference
7.5. This assumption is used in Section 5.3.

3.3 Principal Isotope (PI) burnup credit is assumed to be an acceptable method to account for
reduced reactivity of SNF in criticality evaluations. The basis for this assumption is
Controlled Design Assumption (CDA) Key 009 (Ref. 7.15). In addition, this assumption
was used in the criticality calculations (Ref. 7.4) used to develop the kff regressions
discussed in Section 5.1.7. This assumption is used throughout this calculation.

3.4 It is assumed that the 304/316 stainless steel general corrosion data can be used to
represent the bulk corrosion of Neutronit A978 borated stainless steel in repository
environments, when increased by a "boron" factor ranging from I to 4. The basis for this
assumption is that Neutronit A978 is similar in composition to 316 stainless steel (Ref.
7.14, p. 96), and corrosion data in repository relevant environments is only available for
304/316 stainless steels. The basis for the upper bound of the boron factor is that borated
304 stainless steel was found to have a corrosion rate up to 4 times that of unborated 304
stainless steel in a short term corrosion test in a harsh environment (Ref. 7.4, Section
4.1.4). This assumption is used in Section 5.1.6.
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3.5 It is assumed that the boron will immediately enter solution and be available for removal
from the waste package (the effect of potential adsorption on iron oxide is ignored) once
it has been released from the borated stainless steel matrix. This assumption is
conservative based on the discussion of borated stainless steel corrosion in Reference 7.4
(Section 4.1.4), which indicates that the boride particles would corrode relatively quickly
because they have a large surface-to-volume ratio and preliminary corrosion testing
indicates they have a corrosion rate similar to that of the stainless steel matrix. Neglecting
the effects of boron adsorption on iron oxides is also conservative as Reference 7.4
(Section 7.4) indicates that adsorption on Fe2 1O may provide up to a 1.4% reduction in kff
(greater reductions may occur if adsorption on Al oxides or other types of iron oxides is
considered). This assumption is used in Section 5.3

3.6 It is assumed that the waste package is horizontally emplaced and floods instantaneously
upon breach on the upper side, and drains instantaneously upon breach on the bottom.
The basis for this assumption is the evaluation of waste package filling and draining times
performed in Reference 7.19 (Section 7.3.2) which indicated that the filling and draining
times are relatively short (few tens to hundreds of years) in comparison to the potential
duration of flooding discussed in Section 5.1.5 of this calculation and the 1000 year
timestep used in the mass-balance calculations (see input files in Section 8). In addition,
Reference 7.20 indicates that corrosion product plugging of pits would not significantly
extend the time required for draining, as corrosion products were only found to
completely plug small aperature cracks if they were compacted by high water pressure.
This assumption is used in Section 5.3.

3.7 It is assumed that the carbon steel basket components degrade instantaneously upon
breach of the waste package. The basis for this assumption is that Reference 74 (Section
7.1) indicates that these components degrade relatively quickly compared to the borated
stainless steel components.

3.8 It is assumed that the duration of waste package flooding is independent of waste package
breach time. The TSPA results discussed in Section 5.1.5 show that there'is a positive
correlation of flooding duration and waste package breach time. The assumption of
independence is conservative because it allows a greater probability of long flooding
durations at early breach times than would normally be the case. This in turn results in a
greater probabilty that a waste package which breaches before the 15,000 to 35,000 year
time of peak post-closure kr (Reference 7.4, Section 7.3 to 7.4) will remain flooded long
enough for sufficient borated stainless steel degradation to occur and cause the subcritical
limit to be exceeded. This assumption in used throughout this calculation.

3.9 It is assumed that the probability that a waste package will be uniformly loaded (all fuel
assemblies in package have same enrichment and burnup) with fuel that exceeds the
subcritical limit at a given point in its degradation is equal to the probability of selecting
such a fuel assembly from the entire PWR waste stream. The basis for this assumption is
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that it is conservative because at least 85% of the assemblies in the PWR population will
be incapable of exceeding the subcritical limits of 0.93 or greater under any conditions
(Ref. 7.1, p. 58). Thus, the small fraction of assemblies which may be capable of
exceeding the limit if they were to fill an entire package, are more likely to be mixed in a
package with other fuel which is not capable of exceeding the limit. This assumption is
used throughout this calculation.

3.10 It is assumed that the subcritical limit for all configurations evaluated in this calculation is
0.98. The basis for this assumption is the calculation performed in Reference 7.24, which
performed a statisitical estimate of bias for benchmark calculations using the same code
systems used to develop the kff regressions discussed in Section 5.1.3 (MCNP and
SAS2H). This calculation identified a subcritical limit of wO.98 (Ref. 7.24, Section 6) if
no trending parameters are utilized, and no administrative bias is applied. This
assumption is used in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

3.11 It is assumed for the purposes of estimating the amount of boron removal that 100% of
the water flowing onto the WP enters the interior, and that boron saturated internal water
is exchanged with unsaturated water from the outside with a 10% efficiency. The basis
for the former assumption is that it is very conservative because some fraction of water
dripping onto the WP is likely to run off rather than enter, especially when the WP is only
initially breached by small pits. The latter assumption is based on the high range of the
exchange efficiency used in Reference 7.19 assumption 4.3.4, and the fact that water that
is both entering and leaving the WP at the top is not likely to significantly mix with the
water in the lower portion of the WP, which is where most of the boron will be. This
assumption is used in Section 5.3.

3.12 It is assumed that a misloaded package will exceed the subcritical limit (regardless of its
value) if it floods for any length of time once breached. The basis for this assumption is
that it is conservative, because the dominant misload sequence is misload of a single
assembly. This assumption is used in Section 5.3.

3.13 It is assumed that the degraded WP kdl regressions presented in Section 5.1.7 may be
used to estimate probabilities of exceeding various kff values for times beyond 250,000
years, which is the limit of the data used in their development (Ref. 7.4, Section 7.6).
The basis for this assumption is that the ker regressions appear to produce very
conservative kf, values for times greater 250,000 years. Calculations of kdT for times out
to 1,000,000 years indicate that kff values do not-significantly change between 250,000
and 1,000,000 years, given that all other configuration parameters remain constant (Ref.
7.6, p. 6.3-142). However, a plot of kff versus time using the fully degraded basket kdr
regression indicates that it produces kx values at 1,000,000 years that may be as much as
8% greater than those at 250,000 years (Attachment IV, p. 1). This conservatism in
predicted kff will translate to conservative probability estimates for times greater than
250,000 years.
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4. Use of Computer Software

4.1 Software Approved for QA Work

No software of this type was used for this calculation.

4.2 Software Routines

Micmsoft Excel 97. loaded on a Pentium II PC. Least squares fits to various input data to
probability distributions, and graphing of calculation results were performed electronically in this
spreadsheet software package. The location of the electronic copy of the PWRprob.xls
spreadsheet containing all inputs and outputs is given in Section 8, and Attachment I provides a
hard copy. All calculations/data manipulations performed in PWRprob.xlw are described in
Section 5 and may also be examined electronically (see Section 8 for location of the file).

MS-DOS Obasic version L. I BASIC interpreter. loaded on a Pentium I' PC. The Monte-Carlo
mass balance calculation was performed using a BASIC software routine entitled
PWRPROB.BAS. The function of the PWRPROB code is to randomly sample the distributions
for the waste package repository environment and waste package degradation parameters
(described in Section 5.1) and perform the deterministic mass balance as needed to determine if a
waste package exceeds the subcritical limit for a given set of parameters. This is repeated until
the indicated number of realizations is reached. Further discussion on the operation of the
PWRPROB code is provided in Section 5.3, including format for the input and output files. The
implementation of the Monte-Carlo process is independently verified as part of the technical
check of this calculation and by independent calculation method in Section 5.2. The source code
for PWRPROB is provided in Attachment I, and is also available in electronic form (ASCII file)
as indicated in Section 8. All ASCII input and output files for the PWRPROB cases run for this
calcuation are also included in electronic form as indicated in Section 8.

Mathcad 7 ProfessionaL. loaded on a Pentium E PC. An independent calculation is performed in
the Mathcad worksheet PWRprob.mcd to provide a check of the PWRPROB code. This
calculation is included as Attachment IV, and an electronic copy of the PWRprob.mcd worksheet
is included as discussed in Section 8.
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5. Calculation

5.1 Calculation Inputs

5.1.1 Climate Changes and Associated Percolation Rates

The draft TSPA-VA climate model was obtained from Reference 7.7. As Reference 7.7 is a
draft TSPA-VA chapter, and may change prior to final issuance of the TSPA, this input
should be considered unqualified data. In this model, future climate is modeled as a sequence
of discrete steady states. Only three discrete climate states were considered for TSPA-VA:
present, long-term average, and super pluvial. The present climate represents relatively dry,
interglacial conditions. The long-term average represents the typical conditions at Yucca
Mountain, between the wet and dry extremes. Because glacial climates dominated globally
over the last million years, the long-term average represented an average pluvial period at
Yucca Mountain. The super pluvial represents periods of extreme wetness. A detailed
summary of the duration, frequency, and percolation rate probability distributions for each
climate state is provided below.

Present Day (PD)

Duration: Uniformly distributed from 0 to 20k years, except for the current cycle which has
already lasted for 1Ok years and has a remaining duration that is uniformly distributed from 0
to 1Ok years. (Ref. 7.7, p. 2.3-14).

Frequency: Three out of every four lOOk year cycles (Ref. 7.7, p. 2.3-14).

Minimum:
Mean:
95%:
Maximum:

uO.50 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-101)
7.01 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)
14.6 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)
19.5 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)

lLong-Term Average Pluvial (LTA)

Duration: 80 to lOOk years (100k years - duration of PD or SP) (Ref. 7.7, p. 2.3-14).

Freguency: Occurs every 100k cycle between two PD climates or between a PD and an super
pluvial climate (Ref. 7.7, p. 2.3-14).

Percol~atinR=: Minimum:
Mean:
95%:
Maximum:

X7.5 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-102)
38.8 mmlyr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)
67.9 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)
83.8 mmfyr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)
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Super-Pluvial (SP)

Duration: Uniformly distributed from 0 to 20k years (Ref. 7.7, p. 2.3-14).

Frequency: I out of every 4 100k year cycles (Ref. 7.7, p. 2.3-14). Note that Reference 7.7
also discussed a frequency of every other 100k year cycle for the super pluvial. However,
that frequency has not been evaluated in this calculation.

Percolation Rate: Minimum: = 10 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-103)
Mean: 105.8 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)
95%: 213.4 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)
Maximum: 287.9 mm/yr (Ref. 7.7, Table 2.3-38)

To facilitate the use of the percolation rate uncertainty data in the Monte Carlo model used
for this calculation, a least-squares fit of the above data to a three-parameter Weibull
distribution was performed in the Excel workbook "PWRprob.xlw." The probability density
function (pdf) of the Weibull distribution is given by:

At) =.P.(L..)Iexpl-(tOL)PJcc a cc

where a, A, and 0 represent the scale, shape, and location parameters respectively (all > 0)
and t 2 6 (Ref. 7.8, p. 77). The associated Weibull cumulative distribution function (CDF) is
given bye.

F(t)=I -exp[

for t a e. For values of t < e, both f(t) and F(t) equal zero. The Weibull distribution was
chosen for this application because of its ability to fit a wide variety of distribution shapes,
and the ability to set a minimum value for the distribution (e). The method for performing
the least-squares fit is detailed in Reference 7.11, pages 1-22 and 1-23. The resulting Weibull
parameters foreach climate percolation rate distribution are given in Table 5.1.1-1. In all
cases, a chi-squared test indicated a good fit to the data points. Figure 5.1.1-1 shows the
Weibull CDF for the Present Day climate percolation rate, and the data points used in the fit.
Figures 5.1.1-2 and 5.1.1-3 provide the same information for the Long-Term Average and
Super Pluvial climates, respectively.

Table 5.1.1-1. Weibull Parameters for Climate Percolation Rate Distributions
[Climate Type cc 13PWRprob.xlw sheet
l ._____ For Fit Calculation
PD 7.900 1.898 0.500 PDperc
LTA 36.881 2.270 7.500 LTAperc
low _ 115.505 2.119 ____E_
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Figure 5.1.1-3. Super Pluvial Climate Percolation Rate Weibull CDF

5.1.2 Seepage Fraction

The preliminary TSPA-VA base case seepage model is based on abstraction of the results of
a large number of unsaturated zone flow process-model calculations. The process-model
results were abstracted in Reference 7.7 by fitting the calculated seepage fraction (Fseep; the
fraction of WPs under dripping fractures) with beta probability distributions for which the
mean and standard deviation are functions of the percolation rate in the fractures. The initial
abstraction was reported in Tables 2.3-49 and 2.3-50 of Reference 7.7. The final abstracted
models were sent via e-mail by the author of Reference 7.7, and are summarized in Table
5.1.2-1. A copy of this e-mail message is included as Attachment II to this calculation. Both
the information in Reference 7.7 and the information in Attachment II should be considered
unqualified data due to their perliminary nature.

Table 5.1.2-1. Fraction of WPs Under Drips as a Function of Percolation Rate
Percolation Rate (mm/yr) Mean Fseep Fseep Standard Deviation
0 0 0
2.2 0 0
3.9 0.00844 0.0144
9.2 0.0462 0.0785
14.6 0.167 0.283
73.2 0.403 0.427
213 0.590 0.398
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Percolation Rate (rnm/yr) Mean Fseep Fseep Standard Deviation
500 0.743 0386

1180 I O0j
>980 1 0

5.13 Seepage Flow Rate

As with the seepage fraction, the seepage flow rate abstraction was developed in Reference
7.7 by fitting the seepage flow rate (Qseep) results from the UZ flow process model with beta
probability distributions for which the mean, standard deviation, and maximum are functions
of the percolation rate in the fractures. The initial abstraction was reported in Tables 2.3-49
and 2.3-50 of Reference 7.7. The final abstracted models were sent via e-mail by the author
of Reference 7.7, and are summarized in Table 5.1.3-1. A copy of this e-mail message is
included as Attachment II to this calculation. Both the information in Reference 7.7 and the
information in Attachment II should be considered unqualified data.

Table 5.1.3-1. Drip Flow Rate as a Function of Percolation Rate
Percolation Rate Mean Drip Flow Standard Maximum Drip Flow

(mm/yr) Rate (n 3/yr) Deviation (/ 3lyr) Rate (m3/yr)
- 0 0 0 0.
2.2 0 0 0.
3.9 0.0123 0.0111 0.123
9.2 0.0124 0.0112 0.124

14.6 0.0402 0.0364 0.404
73.2 0.361 0.352 3.88

213.0 1.54 1.38 15.3
500.0 4.50 3.77 42.2

>500.0 Extrapolate linearly

5.1A Time of Waste Package Breach

Information on the distribution of waste package breach times for packages under dripping
fractures was obtained from draft TSPA-VA results transmited via e-mail by the author of the
section on waste package degradation (see Attachment m for a copy of the e-mail and
Section 8 for copies of the electronic files which were attached to the e-mail message in the
compressed file "outs3O6.zip"). This information was developed using the WAPDEG v3.06
code (Ref. 7.12). This information should be considered unqualified data, as it represents
preliminary results for VA. The specific WAPDEG output files utilized in this calculation
were those for the Northeast (NE) and Southcentral (SC) parts of the repository for waste
packages always under dripping fractures (files "nesfadlOOmh.out" and "scsfadlOOmh.out").

The WAPDEG output for each case lists the times that first penetrations occur on the top and
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bottom of the package both for parts of the package under the drip and parts not under the
drip. Each output contains this information for a sample of 400 packages. Since breaches on
the top of the package are required to allow dripping water to enter, the earliest time of any
top penetration was used as the waste package breach time. This is conservative as only top
breaches under a drip would be expected to allow significant amounts of water to enter the
waste package. This was determined in the "306 NE&SC A drip" sheet of the Excel
workbook "PWRprob.xlw" using the Excel MN function to select the earliest of the top
penetration times reported for each of the 800 packages modeled. The natural logs of the 800
breach times were then arranged in ascending order using the Excel sort command, and each
assigned a cumulative probability according to the estimator (i - 0.375) 1 (n + 0.25), where n
is the sample size and i is the sample index (Ref. 7.8, p. 91). A least-squares fit to a three-
parameter Weibull distribution was then performed in the "WPbreach" sheet in the same
manner discussed in Section 5. 1.1. The Weibull CDF was found to provide a good fit to the
data for a 6 corresponding to In(l) using a chi squared test. The resulting Weibull parameters
are: a = 12.099, P = 16.425, and 6 = 0. Figure 5.1.4-1 shows the Weibull CDF for the waste
package breach time, and the data points used in the fit.

I mIw VI UTdaw wasVejP DraWing

.A

j

1000 10000 100000 1000000

Tine (years since emplacemnent)

L * WAPDEG Data Point -Weibul COF I

Figure 5.1.4-1. Time of Waste Package Breach
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5.1.5 Probability and Duration of Waste Package Flooding

As indicated in Section 5.1.4 above, the WAPDEG output contains information on the time
of penetration of both the top and bottom surfaces of the waste package. In order for the
waste package to be capable of accumulating water, it must be penetrated on the top surface,
and not on the bottom surface. To obtain a distribution for the possible duration of this
condition, the At between the earliest top penetration, and the earliest bottom penetration,
was calculated for each of the 800 waste packages modeled in the WAPDEG output files
"nesfadlOOmh.out" and "scsfadlOOmh.out". This calculation was performed in the "306
NE&SC A drip" sheet of the Excel workbook "PWRprob.xlw". Out of 800 packages, 418
(52.25%) were found to have a -At, indicating that penetration occured on the bottom of the
package first. Thus, at the time of top breach, these packages would be incapable of
accumulating water. For the remaining 382 packages the natural logs of the At's were
arranged in ascending order using the Excel sort command, and each assigned a cumulative
probability according to the estimator (i - 0.375) l (n + 0.25), where n is the sample size and i
is the sample index (Ref. 7.8, p. 91). A least-squares fit to a three-parameter Weibull
distribution was then performed in the "Duration" sheet of "PWRprob.xlw", in the same
manner discussed in Section 5.1.1. The Weibull CDF was found to provide a good fit to the
data for a 0 corresponding to In(l) using a chi squared test. The resulting Weibull parameters
are: a = 10.849, P = 8.228, and 0 = 0. Figure 5.1.5-1 shows the Weibull CDF for the
duration of flooding for the 47.75% of waste packages which are capable of accumulating
water, and the data points used in the fit.

The correlation between flooding duration and waste package breach time was also
examined. As can be seen from Figure 5.1.5-2, there is a positive correlation between
flooding duration and waste package breach time. This is likely the result of the corrosion
resistant material corrosion rate decreasing with decreasing WP surface temperature. This
effect will be conservatively ignored for this calculation based on the discussion in
assumption 3.8.
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SI.6 Borated Stainless Steel Corrosion Rate

While the specified criticality control material is Neutronit A978 (Ref. 7.14, with a
composition similar to the conceptual borated 316 stainless steel, SS316B6A, in Ref. 7.13),
much of the stainless steel corrosion data collected in repository relevant environments is for
304 stainless steels. While this information should be considered unqualified, it is still
relevant because 304 stainless steels have performed similarly to 316 stainless steel in
repository relevant tests which included both materials. In addition 304 stainless steels are
generally recognized as being less corrosion resistant than 316 stainless steels in harsher
environments. Reference 7.4 summarizes the results of tests which measured the general
corrosion rate of 304 and 316 series stainless steels in 1-13 well water environments that
roughly bound the range of conditions indicated in CDA assumption TDSS-025 (Ref. 7.15).
A summary of this corrosion data for temperatures in the 28 - 100lC range is given in Table
4.1-5 of Reference 7.4. These temperatures cover the range expected for the waste package
internal components for times later than 2,000 years after emplacement (Ref. 7.21, p. 5-17).

Based on the short term (relative to the time frames being considered) corrosion data in
Reference 7.4, Table 4.1-5, the corrosion rate for 304/316 stainless steels in the typical 1-13
well water environment ranges between 0.02 - 0.57 jwimyr in tests lasting from less than 100
hours to tests lasting more than 11,000 hours. The middle of this range on a log scale is 0.1
jum/yr, and many of the longer corrosion test show corrosion rates that are comparable or less
than this by the end of the test, so this value will be used as the mean corrosion rate for
304J/316 stainless steel for this calculation. At a pH slightly below that of the bottom range
given in CDA assumption TDSS-025 (pH=4.5), or Cr concentrations of 2,500x that of J-13,
the corrosion rates of 304/316 stainless steels were 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than in
the J-13 environment. At a pH near the top of the range in CDA assumption TDSS-025
(pH=10.5), and CV concentrations of 150xJ -13, the corrosion rates were at most one order of
magnitude higher than the J-13 rates. Therefore, a rate of 1 jm/yr (one order of magnitude
higher than the mean) will be used as the corrosion rate at the 5% confidence level for the
304/316 stainless steel corrosion rate. A rate of 10 /Am/yr, which was the 304L corrosion rate
in the acidic (pH= 3.8 ) high Cl environment, will be used as a maximum corrosion rate. The
95% confidence level stainless steel corrosion rate will be taken to be that of the lower range
of ihe J-13 tests, 0.02 pimlyr, to account for the possibility of further passivation of the
stainless steel than that which occured during the relatively short duration tests shown in
Reference 7.4, Table 4.1-5.

To facilitate the use of the borated stainless steel corrosion rate uncertainty data in the Monte
Carlo model used for this calculation, a least-squares fit of the data to a three-parameter
Weibull distribution was performed in the "BSScr" sheet of the Excel workbook
"PWRprob.xlw." To provide a better fit to the range of corrosion rates (which covers over
two orders of magnitude), and allow a maximum corrosion rate to be specified, the fit was
performed to the negative natural log of the indicated corrosion rates. The resulting Weibull
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parameters are: a = 4.852, 0 = 4.041, and e= 4.605. A chi-squared test showed a good fit to
the data. Figure 5.1.6-1 shows the Weibull CDF for the stainless steel corrosion rate.

3041316 Stainless Steel General Corros Ion Rate Welbufi CDF
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Figure 51.6-1. 3041316 Stainless Steel General Corrosion Rate Welbull CDF

Most of the tests in Table 4.1-5 of Reference 7.4 were performed for unborated stainless
steel. The one comparison of borated versus unborated 304L stainless steel in a low pH
environment found that the borated material (with 1.23 wt% B) had a corrosion rate that was
4x that of the unborated material. However, a six month test in more benign spent fuel pool
conditions of 68°C and pH of 5.3 (2,000 ppm boric acid) showed no difference in corrosion
resistance for stainless steel with boron concentrations of 1% to 1.75% (Ref. 7.23, p. 3-22).
Therefore, to more conservatively model the corrosion of Neutronit A978 with the available
data, the corrosion rates sampled from the 304/316 stainless steel distribution will be
multiplied by a "boron factor". This boron factor will be sampled from a uniform
distribution ranging from I to 4.

5.1.7 Degraded Waste Package kff Regressions

Reference 7.4 (Sect. 7.6) provided regressions which relate the kI, for a particular class of
degraded WP configurations (e.g., intact fuel with fully degraded basket and oxide settled to
bottom of WP) to various parameters for that class (e.g., time, burnup, enrichment,
assemblies covered by oxide, etc.). The kg values for the various degraded configurations
used to develop the regressions were calculated using the neutronics code MCNP4A, with the
SAS2H sequence of SCALE 4.3 used to determine assembly isotopics for various
enrichmentlburnup combinations. Since MCNP is a Monte Carlo code, each result is
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reported as a mean and a standard deviation (a). For conservatism, the regressions were fit to
K,+2a (upper bound at 95% confidence). The coefficients for the partially degraded basket
regressions for both a uniform and settled distribution of oxide corrosion products are
provided in Table 5.1.7-1, and the form of the regression in both cases is as follows:

keff+2a = CO+Clb+Cb2 +C 3a+C4a2+Csln(t)+C6 ln(t) 2+C7 ln(t)l+Cgo+CT+C,1oT2 +C11TI

where b is burnup in GWd/MTU, a is initial enrichment in wt%, t is decay time in years, T is
thickness of borated stainless steel remaining in mm, and 0 is either vol% oxide for the
uniform oxide configuration, or fuel rod rows covered for the settled cases.

Table 5.1.7-1. Regression Coefficients for Partially Degraded Basket WP

Regression Coefficients Uniform Oxide Settled Oxide
CO 2.35498 1.72095
C, -6.6737e-03 -6.7237c-03
C2 -1.8096e-05 -1.6667e-05
C l.4180e-01 1.3348e-01
C4 -7.1354e-03 -6.0497e-03
C5 -5.1930e-01 -3.1232e-01
C6 5.9471e-02 3.7442e-02
C7 -2.2406e-03 -1.4715e-03

C, -5.0889e-03 -1.6797e-02
C, -7.4906e-02 -6.6316e-02
CI 1.0646e-2 9.4036e-03
CH, -5.2334e-04 -4.6905e-04

The coefficients for the fully degraded basket regressions for both a uniform and settled
distribution of oxide corrosion products are provided in Table 5.1.7-2 (Ref. 7.4, Section 7.6),
and the form of the regression in both cases is as follows:

k,,+2c=Cv+ Cj1n(t)+ C-b+Csa+C41n(t): +Ccn(t)' +C~b2+Clb3+CCa2 +Cga' +Cwjn(t)b+Cltn(t)a+C120

where b is burnup in GWd/MTU, a is initial enrichment in wt%, t is decay time, and 0 is
vol% oxide for the uniform oxide configuration and assembly rows covered for the settled
cases.
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Table 5.1.7-2. Regression Coefficients for Fully Degraded
Basket WP k,,+2o

Regression Uniform 58% Settled
Coefficients Oxide Oxide

C0 -5.12955 -1.25161
C, 1.65615 6.83155e-01

C2 -8.52852e-03 -6.65133e-03
C3 2.92660e-01 2.66145e-01
C4 -1.53971e-01 -6.40282e-02
C5 4.67070e-03 1.92631e-03
C6 6.89640e-05 -2.67041e-05
C, -1.63227e-07 6.12197e-07
C, -6.71372e-02 -6.18276e-02
C, 5.36083e-03 5.20352e-03
CI0 -4.08151e-04 -1.36497e-04
C,, 7.23708e-03 5.08490e-03
C12 -5.25978e-03 -1.40918e-01

Reference 7.4 also provided a multivariate regression for predicting the Ak,/kjff resulting
from various amounts of boron remaining in solution for the partially degraded basket with
various amounts of iron oxide settled to the bottom of each assembly, and various borated
stainless steel plate thickness remaining. While the amount of boron in solution is generally
much smaller than in the basket, this correction is justified because it is still an effective
neutron absorber until it is removed from the WP. The corrected Kff is obtained using:

Corrected kfn = kff + Akff = kO(l+AKl~ff)

The coefficients of the regression are provided in Table 5.1.7-3, and the form of the
regression is as follows:

Aker/ke, = CO+C, ln(B)+C21n(B)2+CIn(B)3+C4T+CO

where B is the total grams of W0B in solution in the fully flooded WP, T is thickness of
borated stainless steel remaining in mm, and 0 is fuel rod rows covered.
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Table 5.1.7-3. Regression Coefficients for Akkff as a Function of Dissolved '0B
for the Settled Oxide Partially Degraded Basket

C0 6.3797le-03
C, -6.07375e-02
C2 2.08433e-02
C3 -2.21564e-03

C4 3.59713e-04

C5 4.23685e-03

Reference 7.4 (Section 7.6) also provided a multivariate regression for predicting the Aklckf
resulting from various amounts of boron remaining in solution for the fully degraded basket
with 58 vol% iron oxide settled to the bottom. The coefficients for this regression are
provided in Table 5.1.74, and the form of the regression is as follows:

k,,c.,= Cq+Clln(B)+C21n(B?+C 31n(B)9

where B is the total grams of '0B in solution in the fully flooded WP.

Table 5.1.7-4. Regression Coefficients for Ak/k., as a Function of Dissolved '0B
for the Settled Oxide Fully Deded Configuration

CO 2.3255&e-02
C, -3.56383e-02

C2 1.42821e-02
-1.91685e-03

Finally, Reference 7.4 (Section 7.7.2) provided a regression which predicts the peak kff for
the fully degraded basket with settled oxide configuration as a function of fuel assembly
burnup and initial enrichment The regression coefficients are provided in Table 5.1.7-5, and
the form of the regression equation is as follows:

Peak k.f+2u = CO+CB+C2E+C3B2+C4E2+CsB'+C6E'

where B is burnup in GWd/MTU, and E is initial enrichment in wt%.
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Table 5.1.7-5. Regression Coefficients for Settled Peak kf
as a Function of Burnup and Enrichment

co 6.40653e-01
C, -1.02912e-02
C2 3.00169e-01
C3 -2.5458le-05
C4 -4.90929e-02
C5 9.92035e-07

C6 3.64521e-03

5.1.8 21 PWR Intact Waste Package Loading Curves

Two loading curves will be considered in this calculation. The first is the k.-based loading
curves utilized in the development of the conceptual PWR waste package designs (Ref. 7.5,
Assumptions 4.3.4 and 4.3.5). The 21 PWR absorber plate waste package was conceputally
intended for PWR fuel with ki. between 1.00 and 1.13, as calculated using the non-linear
regression developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory for a fuel age of 10 years (see
Assumption 3.2). The second is a y-rbased intact 21 PWR waste package loading curve
developed more recently in Reference 7.17. To utilize this loading curve in this calculation, a
multivariate regression of the same form utilized for the fully degraded settled oxide
configuration at the end of Section 5.1.7 was performed for the calculated kd, + 2a data from
Reference 7.17 (Section 6). This calculation was performed in the "Intact LC" sheet of the
Excel 97 spreadsheet "PWRprobaxlw". The results of the fit are shown below in Table
5.1.8-1. The adjusted R2 for was 0.9973, which indicates a good fit to the data.

Table 5.1.8-1. Intact Waste Package kfl Curve Regression Parameters
CO 0.562224
C, -9.624E-03
C2 0.245162

C| , 7.535E-05
C4 -0.035960
CS -2.43 IE-07

C6 2.272E-03
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5.1.9 Frequency of PWR Waste Package Misload

Reference 7.16 examined the probability that any PWR waste package (no-absorber, absorber
plate, or absorber rod) would be loaded with fuel that exceeds the loading curve for that
package as a result of human or equipment error. The probability ranged from 5.8x10 5 per
package to 6x IVo per package (Ref. 7.16, Section 6), depending on the assumed loading
procedures, for the conceptual k.-based loading curves from Reference 7.5. The upper bound
of this range does not significantly change for the loading curves considered in this
evaluation.

5.1.10 PWR Waste Stream Data

The specific commercial SNF assembly population data (burnup and enrichment) to consider
for this calculation were identified in Reference 7.9 and have been developed based upon the
best information available. However, ithas not yet been qualified. The specific electronic
data file used from Reference 7.9 is the uncompressed ClWSM.ZIP, with only the
information on the historic and projected PWR population used for this analysis. However,
since the assembly receipt time information in the data file is not being used, any of the files
for scenarios Cl through C8 from Reference 7.9 could be used because the burnup and
enrichment information does not change. Figure 5.1. 10-I graphically shows the
burnuplenrichment distribution of the historical and projected PWR waste stream, and
indicates the general coverage of the intact and degraded loading curves (burnuplenrichment
pairs below any given load curve would be considered unacceptable for placement in an
absorber plate WP, and would be placed in a control rod WP).

5.1.11 Waste Package Data

Intact and degraded waste package data used in this calculation are summarized in Table
5.1.11-1. All of the data was obtained from Reference 7.4 to maintain consistency with the
input used to develop the kff regressions presented in Section 5.1.7. However, it may slightly
differ from more recent information on the current 21 PWR absorber plate waste package
drawings, and thus should be considered unqualified data.
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Table 5. 1.1 1-1. Intact and Degraded Waste Package Data
Parameter Value Reference
Intial absorber plate thicknexm 7mm Ref. 7.4, p. 7

Volume inside inner barrier minus volume of 21 PWR fuel assemblies (A) 5.457 m' Ref. 7A. p. II- I

Total intact volume of carbon steel components 0.704 ml Ref. 7.4, p. I[l-I|

Total volume of carbon steel degradation products (B) 1.481 ml Ref. 7.4. p. Ill- I

Total intact volume of B-SS components (C) 0.243 )n' Ref. 7.4, p. 111-1

Total volume of B-SS degradation products (D) 0.310i' Ref. 7.4, p. IIl-I

Void in loaded WP with intact B-SS and degraded carbon steel 3.733 mi A - B - C

Volume change from intact to degraded B-SS 0.067 m' D - C

Fuel cell space occupied by carbon steel corrosion products for partially
degraded basket 30%/8 Ref. 7A, p. 30
(uniformly distributed volume % / settled fuel rod rows covered)

Fuel cell space occupied by B-SS corrosion products for partially
degraded basket 10%/2 Ref. 7.4, p. 30
(uniformly distributed volume % I settled fuel rod rows covered)

Space occupied by corrosion products with fully degraded basket 33%/35 Ref. 7A 30
(uniformly distriubted volume% I settled assembly layers covered) . 7 p.

5.2 Description of Items Evaluated

The effects of the following parameters on the waste package criticality probability will be
evaluated:

Subcritical Limit:

WP Loading Curve:

The probability of exceeding a subcritical limit of 0.98 will be
evaluated for each case. This takes into account the bias and
uncertainty in the method of calculation used to develop the kff
regressions as discussed in assumption 3.10 (the uncertainty in the
regressions themselves are factored into the Monte Carlo calculation
discussed in Section 5.3). In addition, a subcritical limit of 0.93 will
also be evaluated for one case to allow consideration of the 5%
administrative limit of lOCFR60.131(h).

Four waste package loading strategies will be considered for this
evaluation: 1) using the absorber plate waste package for the entire
PWR waste stream (no loading curve case), 2) using the k.-based
loading curves from Reference 7.5, 3) using the intact kIrbased
loading curve discussed in Section 5. 1.8, and 4) using the degraded
loading curve discussed at the end of Section 5.1.7.
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Oxide Distribution: Both uniform and settled oxide distributions will be evaluated for the
above loading curves.

53 Procedure

As discussed in Section 2, there are two scenarios which must be considered in calculating
the probability that a PWR waste package will exceed a given subcritical limit at some time
during the postclosure period: 1) breach, flooding, and internal degradation of a correctly
loaded absorber plate waste package, and 2) breach and flooding of any type of waste
package which was misloaded with fuel which exceeds the criticality design basis. To
estimate probabilies for the above two scenarios, a simple deterministic mass-balance model
has been developed (similar to that discussed in Reference 7.1) with a Monte Carlo front end
to repeatedly sample the distributions presented in Section 5.1 to provide the input
parameters. The commented BASIC source code for the Monte Carlo mass-balance model,
PWRPROB, is provided in Attachment I and the environment in which it was run is
discussed in Section 4.2. The functioning of the PWRPROB code is basically divided into
three parts: 1) loading the problem input file and waste stream data, 2) sampling the
environment and waste package degradation distributions for each Monte Carlo realization,
and 3) performing the mass-balance to track internal degradation of the waste package for a
given realization if the sampled parameters indicate the waste package may be capable of
exceeding the subcritical limit. Figure 5.3-1 shows the overall flow of the program, including
points at which information is output to one of the three output files created.

When the program is executed, the first operation performed is to load the user-specified
input file. This input file conains all of the information on the probability distributions for
repository environmental conditions and waste package degradation parameters. It also
contains other information necessary for the problem such as the loading curves to be
evaluated (if any), waste package physical parameters (voidspace, B-SS thickness, amounts
of oxide formed from degradation of various components), oxide distribution to use (uniform
or settled), number of realizations to perform, and time step size (in years) to use for the
mass-balance. The format for this input file is provided in Table 5.3-1 in the form of a
commented sample input. Input information is entered on lines beginning with "$#" (with
the # specific to the type of information being entered as indicated on the sample input),
comments are entered on lines beginning with "C", and tabular input data is entered on lines
beginning with `r' (note that comments should not be placed between rows of tabular data).
The input information must also be entered in certain positions on each line, as is indicated
by brackets (e.g., [9-16]) in the comments of the sample input. As each line of the input file
is read, the program assigns the information to the appropriate variables (see Attachment I for
more detail). Once the input file has been read, the program opens the waste stream data file
"Case L.wsm" (see Section 5.1.10) and stores the burnup, enrichment, and number of
assemblies data for PWR assembly batches which fall within the specified loading curves for
the absorber plate waste package and could have a Ker > the subcritical limit - 0.02 if the
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worst degraded configuration occurs at the time of the postclosure peak. The program then
uses this information to calculate the fraction of the PWR waste stream meeting the loading
criteria for the absorber plate waste package, and the fraction of PWR assemblies meeting the
absorber plate loading criteria which could exceed the subcritical limit - 0.02.

Once the input file and waste stream data have been loaded and processed, the program
performs the requested number of Monte Carlo realizations. For each realization, the
distributions given in Section 5.1 are sampled to determine if the waste package is subject to
conditions which may allow it to exceed the subcritical limit, These conditions are: I) the
WP is under a drip, 2) water accumulates in the WP (bathtub), and 3) the WP contains fuel
which could exceed the subcritical limit - 0.02. The methods for sampling the probability
distributions were obtained from Reference 7.1 l(p. 1-32) for the Weibull, and Reference 7.3
(Chapter 5) for the Normal, Uniform, and Beta. In a given realization, if all of the above
three conditions are met, additional probability distributions are sampled to determine
parameters used in the mass balance (e.g., the time of breach, the duration of flooding, the
corrosion rate of the borated stainless steel) and the mass-balance is run for that realization.
If one of the. three conditions is not met, the package is considered not to have exceeded the
subcritical limit, and the next realization is begun.

Figure 5.3-2 shows the flow of the mass-balance portion of the calculation. The starting time
for internal degradation is taken to be the time of waste package breach, and the waste
package is assumed to be instantaneously flooded with all of the carbon steel components
degraded (see assumption 3.6). For each timestep, the parameters tracked are the thickness of
borated stainless steel remaining between the assemblies, the amount and physical
distribution of the corrosion products remaining in the package, and the amount of boron in
solution (used for the settled case only). The kr regressions provided in Section 5.1.7 are
used at each timestep to calculate kfr for each batch of assemblies for which bumup and
enrichment were stored, and the fraction of the total stored assemblies which would exceed
the subcritical limit at the given timestep and degree of degradation is determined. If the
fraction reaches a value that is randomly sampled from a uniform distribution between 0 and
I for that realization, the waste package will be considered to have exceeded the subcritical
limit, the time that this occurs will be recorded in an output file, and the next realization will
begin. If the fraction does not exceed the limit before the waste package drains, then the
waste package will be considered to not have exceeded the subcritical limit, and the next
realization will begin. Once the user specified number of realizations has been completed,
program execution will terminate.

Three types of output files are produced by the PWRPROB code. All output files will have
the same filename -as the input file, but have different extensions. Each output file has the
input file echoed at the beginning of the file. Files with a "sum" extension contain a
summary of the pertinent information for each realization. This includes whether each of the
three conditions discussed above is met, as well as the time of waste package breach, the
duration of flooding (if any), and the time that the subcritical limt is exceeded (if this occurs).
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If one of the conditions is not met, times for subsequent conditions will be reported as "-I"
because they will not be sampled. Files with a "crt" extension contain the same information
as the "sum" files, but only for those realizations in which the subcritical limit was exceeded.
This is the primary output file used to obtain results for this calculation. Files with an "out"
extension record the state of basket degradation at each time step and the fraction exceeding
the subcritical limit for all realizations where the mass balance was performed.

For a given case, the cumulative probability of exceeding the subcritical limit for the absorber
plate waste package as a function of time, PaP,1 is calculated from the results reported in the
"crt" file. The times that the subcritical limit was exceeded are simply arranged in ascending
order and assigned a cumulative probability according to their order in the list divided by the
total number of realiztions performed. Similarly, the cumulative probability that any waste
package exceeds the subcritical limit as a result of misload, P., is conservatively determined
using the information in the "sum" file. In this case, the breach times of all cases where
flooding of any duration occured are arranged in ascending order and assigned a cumulative
probability (Pi) according to their order in the list divided by the total number of realizations
performed and multiplied by the probability of misload. The cumulative probability that a
waste package exceeds the subcritical limit at time t is then computed by multiplying P.p(t) by
the fraction of the PWR waste stream in the absorber plate waste package, and adding Pm(t).
This logic is graphically illustrated in Figure 5.3-3.
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Figure 53.1. Flow Chart of Main Monte Carlo Module of PWRPROB Code
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Table 5.3-1. Sample input file format for PWRPROB
C
C
C
C
C

S13

$6
$7
C
$8
9S
C
$10
$11
512
$13
$14
$15
$16
$17
$18
$19
C
C
C
$20
$21
$22
523
$24
$25
$26
$2?
$28
$29
$30
$31
$32
C
C
C
534
535
536
537
538
539
$40
$41
$42
$43
$44
$45
C46
C
C
[C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
$50
T
T

T
T

S
S
T
S

"SPA-VA aev 0 WAPDZG v3.06. Uniform Oxide. USL-0.93
Xntact koff 0.93 upper load curve. kinf 1.00 lower load curve
BSS-7n. No Additional CS

Parameters not defined by probability distributions 19-24 unless noted)
7 BSS thickness in m
3.733 void space in m^3 in loaded 21 PWR w/ intact BSS and degraded CS
0.067 delta between intact and degraded BSS volume in m-3
Oxide amounts (part basket CS 19-191. part basket SS 120-29I. fully dog. 130-391)
30 10 33 'uniform oxide
t 2 3.5 'settled oxide

0 Oxide Distribution 4lzsettledOuuniforn)
0.93 'SubcriticaL limit kedf value
100000 number of realizations
Y use upper loading curve 19-91
0.93 limiting value for upper loading if upper load curve used
Y use lower loading curve 19-91
1.00 'limiting value for lower loading if lower load curve used
-1 random number generator seed (-1 * seed from clock)
AP *WP type to evaluate (NA.AP.CRALL)
1000 tine increment in years to use in degradation ateps

Upper loading curve parameters 19-24 unless noted]

0.562224 loading curve parameter 1 (constant)
-9.624E-03 loading curve parameter 2 (b)
0 loading curve parameter 3 (t)
0.245162 loading curve parameter 4 (e)
7.535E-05 loading curve parameter 5 (b12)
0 loading curve parameter 6 ft2)
-0.035960 loading curve parameter 7 Ie^2)
0 loading curve parameter 8 Ib*)
0 loading curve parameter 9 (bot
0 loading curve parameter 10 felt)
0 loading curve parameter 11 (b~e*t)
-2.4312-07 loading curve parameter 12 Ib^3J
2.2722-03 loading curve parameter 13 (e'3)

Lower loading curve parameters 19-24 unless noted)

1.06 loading curve parameter 1 (constant)
-. 01 loading curve parameter 2 (b)
-. 002 loading curve parameter 3 Ct)
.114 loading curve parameter 4 (a)
7.0813-05 loading curve parameter 5 fb2)
7.565E-05 loading curve parameter 6 1t^23
- .007 loading curve parameter 7 4e2)
-. 0002671 loading curve parameter 8 (b-e)
- .0001145 loading curve parameter 9 Cb-t)
.0002318 loading curve parameter 10 (elt)
9.366r-06 loading curve parameter 11 (b-e-t)
0 loading curve parmaeter 12 (b^33
0 loading curve parameter 13 le^3)

Parameters defined by probability distributions

Water flow (requires Oseep table. rseep table. & climate parasi.)

Qseep Table
(drip rate of water onto VP under drip in n^3/yr as a function of
perc rate in mm/yr)
Table order. perc. rate 19-16]. mean qseep 117-241. *td. dev. qseep 125-321,
max qseep 133-401
a I number of parameters in Qseep table 19-103
0 0 0 0
2.2 0 0 0
3.9 0.0123 0.0111 0.123
9.2 0.0124 0.0112 0.124
14.6 0.0402 0.0364 0.404
73.2 0.361 0.352 3.88
213 1.54 1.38 15.3
500 4.5 3.77 42.2
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C
C Fasep Table
C (fraction of WPs getting dripped on as a function of perc rate in mm/yrl
C Table orders perc. rate 19-161. mean fseep 118-241. *td. dev. fasep 125-321

C
S51 9 ' number of parameters in Fseep table 19-101
T~ 0 0 0
T 2.2 0 0
T 3.9 0.00844 0.0144
T 9.2 0.0462 0.0785

T 14.6 0.167 0.263
T 73.2 0.403 0 427
T 213 0.59 0.398
T 500 0.743 0.386

C
C Format for remainder unless otherwise noted:
C Distribution (9-101. parameter 1 (15-241. parameter 2 125-341. parameter 3 135-44)
C fThe following cumulative distributions may be used for sampling:
C F=Fixed at parameter I value, U - uniform between parameters 1 & 2. W*log uniform.
C WuWeibul with parameters 1.2.&3 as o@..B6. LW-log Weibul, NW-reversed Keibul with S aJ
C maximum. N-Normal with parameters 1 & 2 as p & a
C
C Climate Model
C
$52 U 0 10000 'Duration of current PD climate
$53 Fr 100000 Clinate cycle duration (PDKLTA or SP&LTA)
C
C Prob. that non-LTA climate 1s PD 19-241
$54 0.71
C
C Present Day (PD) Percolation Rate (mm/yr)
SSS 0 0 20000 . Subsequent cycle duration (years)

$56 V 7.900 1.898 0.5 'Distribution
C
C Long Term Average ILTA) Parc Rate (mm/yr)
S57 N 36.881 2.270 7.5 'Distribution
C
C Super Pluvial ISP) Perc Rate gmu/yr)
$58 H 115.505 2.119 10 'Distribution
C
C Use Late Drip Distributions (Y/KN? (9-10)
559 K
C
C Early Drip VP breach time (years since emplacement)
$60 LK 12.099 16.425 0 'Distribution
C
C Probability of no bathtub for early drip
$61 F 0.5225
C
C Early Drip duration of WP flooding (years since breach)
S62 LN 10.849 8.228 0 'Distribution
C
C Late Drip WP breach time (years since emplacement)
S64 LW 12.099 16.425 0 Distribution
C
C Probability of no bathtub for late drip
S65 F 0.5225
C
C Late Drip duration of SP flooding (years since breach)
$66 LW 10.649 8.228 0 'Distribution
C
C Exchange efficiency
$70 F 0.1 Distribution
C
C CS corrosion rate in mm/yr
S72 NW 4.852 4.041 4.605 'Distribution
C
C Boron factor
$74 U 1 4 *Distribution
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Figure 5.3-3. Logic for Estimating Cumulative Probability of Exceeding the Suberital Limit Using Monte Carlo Simulation
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6. Results

For each of the cases discussed in Section 5.2, 1,000,000 realizations were performed, and
the results processed as discussed in Section 5.3. Figure 6-1 shows the results for the
uniform oxide distribution with a subcritical limit of 0.98 for each of the four loading
strategies discussed. The PWRPROB input and output files for these cases (see Section 8 for
the location of these files) are labeled as follows: caseCl.* = no loadcurve case; caseC2.* =
conceptual loadcurve case; caseC3.* = intact loadcurve case. The degraded loadcurve case
includes only the contribution from misload, as discussed in Section 5.3. A specific case for
the degraded loadcurve was not run because it would not have resulted in any packages
exceeding the limit due to degradation of the absorber plates. To provide some perspective on
the cumulative probabilities indicated, the point at which the per waste package probability
reaches a value where one package would be expected to have exceeded the subcritical limit
has been indicated. This point is based on CDA Key Assumption 003 (Ref. 7.15) which
indicates that a total of 4,792 PWR waste packages would be emplaced (from Ref. 7.5, Table
3-9; 155 + 1,454 + 2,653 + 132 + 398 = 4,792). Figure 6-2 shows the results for the settled
oxide distribution at a subcritical limit of 0.98. The PWRPROB input and output files for
these cases (see Section 8 for the location of these files) are labeled as follows: caseAl.* = no
loadcurve case; caseA2.* = conceptual loadcurve case; caseA3.* = intact loadcurve case.
Figure 6-3 shows the results for the uniform oxide distribution at a subcritical limit of 0.93.
The PWRPROB input and output files for these cases (see Section 8 for the location of these
files) are labeled as follows: caseDl.* = no loadcurve case; caseD2.* = conceptual loadcurve
case; caseD3.* = intact loadcurve case. Table 6-1 presents the average frequency (probability
per package-year) of exceeding the subcritical limit for various loading strategies, subcritical
limit values, and oxide distributions. Since this frequency is time dependent, it has been
calculated (in the Results sheet of the Excel 97 spreadsheet PWRPROB.xlw) for various time
periods by taking the slope of the cumulative probability distribution for those times.

Two calculations were also performed using Mathcad 7 to check that the PWRPROB Monte
Carlo code was providing correct output. These calculations are reported in Attachment IV.
First, the fully degraded basket kw regressionwas utilized, along with the waste stream data,
to calculate the fraction of the waste stream which would exceed a k., of 0.98 in a fully
degraded basket with oxide uniformly distributed at 33 vol%. The results are shown in the
Figure on page 2 of Attachment IV. A similar case was run for one realization using the
PWRPROB code and fixed value inputs, and the results are provided Figure 6-4 (plotted
from the Ufrac.out file). Figure 6-4 provides nearly identical results to those in Attachment
IV following full degradation of the basket, which occured by approximately 20,000 years in
this case. This indicates that the PWRPROB code is correctly utilizing the waste stream data
and kf regressions. An additional check of the cumulative probability of exceeding 0.98 kff
for a uniform oxide distribution at 100,000 years for a no loading curve case was also
performed in Attachment IV, based on mean values from the probability distributions in
Section 5.1. The cumulative probability was estimated to be approximately 8x104 per PWR
WP, which agrees very closely with the Monte Carlo result presented in Figure 6-1.
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Table 6-1. Average Frequency (per package-year) of Exceeding Subcritical Limit for Various
Subcritical Limits, Loading Strategies, Oxide Distributions, and Time Since Emplacement

Case Time Loading Strategy _
(years since No Conceptual Intact Degraded

emplacement) Loadcurve Loadcurve Loadcurve Loadcurve

G to S,000 < 2.OE-12 1.6E-12 1.6E-12 1.6E-12
5,000 to 10,000 1.4E-10 7.3E-12 7.3E-12 7.3E-12

Uniform 10,000 to 50,000 3.8E-09 4.7E-1 I 9.7E-10 2.5E-l 1

USL= 0.98 50,000 to 100,000 6.7E-09 4.SE-11 6.2E-10 3.2E-I I
100,000 to 500,000 2.8E-09 5.3E- I 2.6E-10 1.3E-I I

500,000 to 1,000,000 1.6E-10 2.1E-11 7.8E-11 3.1E-13
0 to S,000 < 2.OE-12 1.6E-12 1.6E-12 1.6E-12

5,000 to 10,000 1.4E-10 6.6E-1 I 2.2E-10 7.3E-12
Uniforn 10,000 to S0,000 8.OE-09 1.8E-09 3.5E-09 2.5E- 1

Oxide 50,000 to 100,000 1.2E-08 2.1lE-09 5.4E-09 3.2E-I I
USL=0.93

100,000 to 500,000 4.6E-09 8.2E-10 2. 1E-09 1.3E- Il
500,000 to 1,000,000 2.5E-10 9.6E-11 17E-10 3.1E-13

0to5,000 <2.OE-12 1.6E-12 1.6E-12 1.6E-12
5,000 to 10,000 3.3E-10 l.lE-10 8.3E-1 1 7.3E-12

Settled 10,000 to 50,000 5.8E-09 9.8E-10 2.4E-09 2.5E-1 I

Oxide 50,000 to 100,000 1.IE-08 1.3E-09 3.9E-09 3.2E-1 1

100,000 to 500,000 4.0E-09 5.6E-10 1.6E-09 1.3E-Il
1iMR to . , 10-0ML .4L. I I 7-4F- 1 3 IF -13

Since unqualified inputs were used in the development of the results presented in this section,
they should be considered TBV (to be verified). This document will not directly support any
construction, fabrication or procurement activity, and therefore, the inputs and results are not
required to be procedurally controlled as TBV. However, use of any data from this analysis
for input into documents supporting procurement, fabrication, or construction is required to
be controlled as TBV in accordance with appropriate procedures.
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Figure 6-1. Probability of a PWR WP Exceeding a Subcritical Limit of 0.98 with a
Uniform Oxide Distribution
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8. Attachments

Attachments are listed in Table 8-1 below.

Table 8- 1. List of Attachments

Attachment Description Size
Number

I Source code for PWRPROB.BAS 18 pp.

II E-mail update of seepage fraction and drip rate models for TSPA-VA 2 pp.

m E-mail transmitting WAPDEC v3.06 output files I p.

IV Independent Mathcad 7 check of PWRPROB.BAS(PWRprob.mcd) 3 DP.

The following supporting documents are in electronic form on a Colorado Trakker° tape
(Ref. 7.25). Each file is identified by it's name, size (in bytes), and the date and time of last
access.

.e .s . _ __ wna.r - tn T.lr tI -1
MVE;0

casel
CASEAI.
caseal
CASEA1
CASEA2.
CASEA2
casea2
CASEA2
CASEA2
CASEPA3
casea3
CASEA3
CASEA3
CASECI
caseCl
CASEM
CAS=
CASEC2
caseC2
C&SEC2
.CASEC2
CA.SEC3
caseC3
CASEC3
CASEC3
CASED1
caseDi
CASED1
CASED1
CASED2

wsm

CRT
inp
OVToumSUM
CRT
inp
OUT
summSUM
CRT
inp
OUT
SUM
CRT
inp
OUT
SUM
CRT
inp
OUT
SUm
CRT
inp
OUT
SUM
CRT
inp
OUTour
SUM
CRT

8,742,952
246,182

5,732
19,525,217
18,945,451

50,381
5,736

19,741,980
18,929,610

126,591
5,779

21,868,374
18, 869,117

168,956
5,732

6,728,377
19,789,711

9,603
5,736

4,079,724
19,947,710

31,980
5,779

6,486,542
19,859,265

285,708
5,731

17,256,919
18,944,059
. 77,213

02-12-97
07-25-98
06-19-98
07-25-98
07-25-98
07-26-98
06-19-98
07-26-98
07-26-98
07-26-98
06-19-98
07-26-98
07-26-98
06-20-98
06-19-98
06-20-98
06-20-98
06-20-98
06-19-98
06-20-98
06-20-98
06-20-98
06-19-98
06-20-98
06-20-98
07-22-98
06-19-98
07-22-98
07-22-98
07-23-98

6:58p
1:44p
3:42p
1:44p
1: 44p

2:25a
3:42p
2:25a
2:25a
8:35p
3:43p
8:35p
8:35p
7:58a
3: 00p
7:58a
7:58a
1:57a
3:01p
1:57a
1:57a
2:31a
3:02p
2:31a
2:31a
7:12a
12 :03p
7:12a
7:12a
1:51a

casel.wsm
CASEA1.CRT
caseal.inp
CASEA1.OUT
CASEA1.SUM
CASEA2.CRT
casea2.inp
CASEA2. OUT
CASEA2.SUM
CASEA3.CRT
casea3.inp
CASEA3.OUT
CASEA3.SUM
CASEC1.CRT
caseCl.inp
CASEC1.OUT
CASEC1.SUM
CASEC2.CRT
caseC2.inp
CASEC2.OUT
CASEC2.SUM
CASEC3.CRT
caseC3.inp
CASEC3.OUT
CASEC3.SUM
CASED1.CRT
caseDl.inp
CASED1.OUT
CASED1.SUM
CASED2.CRT
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caseD2
CA.SED2
CASED2
CASED3
caseD3
CASED3
CASED3
N4ESFAD-I
outs3O6
pwr
PWprob
PWRprob
Pwprob
.SCSFAD-I
UFRAC
Ufrac
UFRAC
UFRAC-

inp 5,735 06-19-98
OUT 16,005,730 07-23-98
SUM 18,881,435 07-23-98
CRT 175,234 07-24-98
inp 5,778 06-19-98
OUT 19,071,747 07-24-98
SUm 18,869,382 07-24-98
OUT 105,830 02-28-98
zip 282,128 03-18-98
prn 1,428,632 12-06-97
bas 55,202 07-21-98
mcd 18,456 07-16-98
xlw 2,669,568 07-27-98
OUT 105,440 02-28-98
CRT 5,755 07-17-98
inp 5,701 07-15-98
OUT 108,814 07-17-98
SUM 6,371 07-17-98
18 file(s) 318,558,785 byt

12 :04p caseD2.inp
1:51a CASED2.OUT
1:Sla CASED2.SUM
6:04a CASED3.CRT
12:05p caseD3.inp
6:04a CASED3.OUT
6:04a CASED3.SUM
3:11p nesfadlO0mh.out
1:29p outs3O6.zip
8:52p pwr.prn
3:13p PWRprob.bas

10:16a PWRprob.mcd
6:23p PWRprob.xlw
3:13p scsfadl00mh.out
5:33p UFRAC.CRT

11:26a Ufrac.inp
5:33 p UFRAC.OUT
5:33p UFRAC.SUM
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DO = 1UNCTIOlnworml en *tdev!)
MCLEAR SUCTXN'Invisetal fainl. meanl, atdfvl. maxl)

DzC.An FIUNCTI rseepl (parcl)
ICtARZ IUNCION Qsea (Per es)
DECLARS FUNCTION tasle! 1DietS. Pe1alI paree21, param3l)
DCCLIA* SuB SetDog (time, free. pitrc. ptime)
DECL ARE 3, gniDeg Itime, free. pftra. pci..)
DECIARE FUINCT1O InvUnii (mint. cmxl)
VECLFRE FNION InvMeibl (alphas. botal, thetaC)
DECIARC FDEC!ION Flows It!)

RECUMA FUNCTION PullCfracl (DI, ti. 01, bW limiti)
DECLAR FUNCflON FartCract (cDI. ti. 01. thl. bl.,limitil
DcLah FNCTION WPrts (bi. thi, Oil
DtCL3MZ VONCTIm* ruill! Wb)i
DECLRE FnWIcEof kraullDeag IDI. a*, bWl tl. 0i
DECtARE SCTIOI klcrtDgl (DI. aI, bW. ti.. 0. thls

initialize arrays

*SDYNARIC
Dim msanssyf2000) -nmber of aseablies in batch
DIX enrichl20001 batch average enrichmnt
DIM burnupI20001 batch average burnup in 3I41KTO
CLS

Ii.v
* nitialize vaxiebles

n * 0
count * e
totassy * 0
totpwr * 0
SSAthick * 7
BSSvol * .057
1p * 30110 * .199

Void * 4.511 - .777
DESox * 30

UOSSex * 10
UrDox * 33
scsox * S
SSSox * 2
STDO * 3. 5
seed * -1

Laum 0
MAU R 0
Unue * 0
LloadeurvS * N
DloadcurvS * UIN
Lfra c 0
Ufren c 0
cifroc * 0

ptypes *
inc * 100
Ldripf -N-

counter gor number of assembly batch records loaded
counter for num r of records read from mste stram file
number of n assamblies In this VP that exceed liit- .02
total number of FUR assemblies La waate stream
initil thickness of NSS plate
delta between intact and degraded OSS vol. in m3
total masc of S-10 per UP in gra
vold apace in W3 in loaded 21 PHR w/ intact 3sS end degraded carbon steel coepoentc
partial basket CS tube uniform oxide volt (dist. in aesy. void only)
partial basket ISS plate uniform oxide volt diet, in easy. void only)
fully degraded basket uniform oxide volt Idiat. in IP void)
partial baket CS tube aettled oxide rod rows covered (acy. void only)
partal basket 9Ss plate settled oxide rod rows covered faesy. void only)
fully degraded basket settled oxide easy layers covered
seed from timer it not specified In input file
number of assemblies below lower loading liit
number of assemblies in this VP
number of assemblies ebove upper loading limit
don't use lower loading cuve if not specified in input file
don't use upper loading curve If not specified in input file
fraction of FWR waste straw below lower loading limit
fraction of FWR mste stram above upper loading limit
frcetion of fuel in this UP with peak keff exceeding limit - 0.02
type of VP to evaluate IN& * no ash.* AP * ab. plate. CR * cone, rod. AL I all)
time increment in year. for degradation steps
use late drip distributions

I Read in user defined variables

IF COIOVD~S * ' THEN
INT rnter name of input file (leave oft inp extenaon) a fileS
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E LL$SEomMMfileS * CmDAS

nwr
PRntr Loading input fle

latleS * fileS * inp
OPmE lnfileS FM INU ACCESS READ As S1
UMMl-S * fil*S . we , bolds sumary inforation. for each realization

outfll.S - filS * e.ut hbolds detailed output for eech realization using masa balance
artflloS * MileS .crt holda aumeary Intoration for IPs which exced limit
OPM sumfils FOR rPvT ACCESS WRITE AS 62
OPEN outfLIeS roF OcUT10 ACCESS WRITE AS 03
OPSE crttileS FOR OaTaPu ACCESS WRITE AS 64
PRIM? I2) :un started at *: TXIESS: en g DOATZS

PRINS *3. Ewu started *t t IESs on a DATES
M NT 4, -sun started at Is T ISE:Si en g DATES

wo twrrzr 30F11)
LINE ImNr 611. LineS
PRINT S2 LineS echo input file to output sumary file
PRINT 3 LimneS echo input file to output detail file
PRINT S4 Li.eS echo input file to output crit file
linetypeS * LDSEtLine$. 3)
3m.ECT CASE linetypeS

User defined parameters not defined bby probability distributions

casE *5 S 3 thickness in n.
CSsthick * VALIKIDSMLmeS. S. 16)

CASE S6 I 'void apace in W3 La leaded 21 PM w/ intact 3SS & deg. CS
Void * VALIKIDSLine. 9. 11))

C' S7 * saple size
ZSSvol * VxLI4KDS(LineS. 9. 16))

CuSE -SS uniform oxide volt Parameters
UCSOK - VRLINID(tLineS, 9. 101)
WS2ox a VALIKIDS(LinaS. 20. 10))
Uplox * VALIKDS(LineS. 30. 10))

CaS 9 S3 * settled oxidd coverage parameters
*Sox * VRL(NKDSILineS. 9. 10))

SS5ox a VALWICDS(LineS. 20. 10))
5PDOK * VALINKDS(Li06S. 30. 10))

caSE SlO I distribution of oxids r 0 for uniform. 1 for settled)
D a VAL(NID5ILineS. 5, 16))

CASE 11 S WEft threshold
limit a VALIKIDS(LineS. 5. 161)

CASE Sl12 Iample #Ise
Samplesize a VAL(KIDS(LiUnS. 3. 1611

CASE S13 upper loading curve on/off witch
uloadcuiv5 * NIMSIines. 3. 1)

CASE S14 * upper loading eurvy limit
Ulo dli- * vaLNIMDSELineS, 3. 161)

CASE tS1 l* lower loading curve onloff switch
LloadcurvS * KIDS(Lines. S. 15

CASE S16 * lower loading curve limit
Lleadlim * VAL(IKDS(LimneS 9. 161)

CAS *t17 * random nusber generator seed value (-I * seed frow clock)
seed * VALIKID$(LineS. *. 1611

CASE $15 I random number generator ased value 4-1 - seed from clock)
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IPtyPeS * VIUKS URT~n$IKDS (Line$. *. 14)1I
CASE 6$19 * ad m aber senerator usaw value 4-1 - &aud tram clock)

inc * VAL((DSLIne$. S. 10)3
Li V ' u pper loading cu parameter 1 tonstant)

CE *S21- * upper loading curve parameter 2 tb)
L2 * VaLaSIDSlIne$. *. 16))

CutS *S22 V upper loading cur" paraeter 3 It)
13 * VJ (UIDSILInes, 3. 16)3

CASC 523 - upper loading cur" paraseter 4'I
LS * W.LIUDSmLi1ne. 9. 16 P 5

ChSE *6$245 * uper loading curve perameter 5 lbt2)
L6 - VALINXZDSULines. 3. 1631

CASE 1S2 L upper loading curve pareneter 6 t'2)
L6 - VALIMSILineS. P. 16) r

CE tS262 ; upper loading curve parameter 7 (et2)
1. *VALIEID$LInel. 3. 14)i

CAS *S2S * upper loading curve parameter le(le-
L1 * VAL(VCIDSILineS. 5 1611

CASE 5230 upper loading curve parameter 1 (b-t
L13 * VALIKDS(LineS, S. 163)

CASE *231 upper loading curve parameter 2 Isbt3
LIO * VALIKZDStLinOS. S 161)

CASE *30 *.VA upper loading curve Parseeter 11 (bet3
* VALINMPSML OS. 3. 16))

CASE S31 upper loding cur" Parameter 12 lb)3
L12 * VAL(NIDSLineS *. 163)

CAE 32 Upper loding curve parameter 13 (t3)
13 * VAL(K3SDLineS. ,. 163)

ClSL S347 lower loading curve parameter I 16ontantl
LL4 * VALKIDS(Lin S. . 16))

CAE $36- * lower loading curve parameter 2 (b)
LL2 a VALI4IDS(LinS. 1. 16))

CasE $36* * lower loading curve parameter 3 (1)
LL6 a VALMIDS(LineS. 5. 16S)

CUE $374 lower loading curve parameter 4 Is3
L *VALOfD$LineS. *. 16))

CASE 63S1 lower loading curve parameter 5 b 2e
LW a VALI(IDSMLineO. 3. 16))

CAE 4$33 - lower loading curve parameter S lt-2)
L106*VAL)IaDSiLineS. 3. 163)

CASZ *640* * lover loading curve parameter 7Ise2)
LL17 a VRLUCI1D$(Liael. 3. 16))

CuEt S414 lower loading curve parameter S (b-ea
LLll V*ALIMIDSILMneS. 5. 16))

CASE S425 lower loading curve Parameter 9 (b^t)
LL1 * VAL(30DS(LineS. S. 163)

CASE *6431 * lower loading curve parameter 10 I*0t)
LL110 = VAL(KIDS(Line. S. 16)).

CASE $441 * lower loading curve parameter 11 lb-e-t3
LL111 * VAL(NIDS(Line$. 3. 16))

CUSE *645* * lower loading curve parameter 12 Q6W3)
1.112 VAL(EIDSELineS. S. 16))

CASE IS461 * lower loading curve parameter 13 (el3)
C 113 a VAL(NXDStLineS. S. L6' 1

Parameters defined by Probability dstribsutions
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Oseep table for drip rate n 2/yr) as a function of pore rate Imm/yr3

CAS *SSO-
aumw * VALMDSD(LineS. S. 2)) 'length of Crsep table
Dam fterc(nuqalr gam-nsuqlW wauM4) QNax(vumQ1
FMS I * I TO Auto

Itead in the Oseep table
uE INPrU 1. Line$
PRINT 62. LineS -eho input file to output aumry file
apercli) K V IDS'ne:Li eS. $11 'get pore rate
oeanli * VALI KDS4Lie 17. li 311 'get mean oseop
Qed(i * VAL3IZDStLine$ 25, Sl 'got *ed dea for 0oep
Gmax(i) * VALICIDS(LineS. 33. $11 'get am Oaeep

P:see table for fraction of VP under drips " a function of parc rate

nuar * VALIIODS(LineS. 5. 2)) langth of Fseep table
DIN YpetC17amI) paean lawn). *adilam,)
FM I * I TO Dump

'Read in the teop table
LNE DIPr 61 LineS
PXINT 12 LineS 'echo input tile to output sumary file

ere(i) * VALIKID$ELines. 9. 633 -get pore reta
meanlil * VILMIUSILineS. 17. 6)) 'get mean *oep

led(i) * VAL(KID$(LineS. 25. 8) -get StW de for QeeP

CAS *5S2 t Duration of eurrent Preent Day (1P0 climate
CPsditS a RTRAXSWDSILines$ 9. 2))
CPDdurl a V1L(UIDSILinOS. 15. 10)1
CPDdur2 * VALJsaD$ILin* . 25. 10)1
CP~dur3 * VALIXIDSILineS. 35, 10)3

ChSE *$53* * Climate cycle duration IJPMTA or SPULTA)
CedtetS a XtRINSIDStLinO. 9. 2))
Ctdurl * VAL(KZDSILiROS. IS, 103)
CCdur2 * VAL(KIDS(L~ae$ 25. 101)
CCdur3 * VAL(KIOS(Line$. 35. 10I))

WASE 654 * ]Probability that naon-tA Climte Li a PD climate
Poprob * VAL(NIZDS(LI*CS. 3. 161)

CliZ S55 * Distribution of lubsequent PD climate duration
ZPDdistS K TRXK$CXaDS%1ne0. S. 2))
SPHdurl a VAL(OIDttinoS 15. 1013
SPDdur2 * VAL(KIDS(ineS, 25. 103
SPDdur3 * VALIXIDS(Lin$. 35. 1033

CKSE 8S5* * Distribution of percolation rate (mliyr) for PD climate
PMPdiatS a RTRlEIS NIPS(LineS. 9. 2))
t~prcl * VALMIDMSLinOS. 15. 10))
Pbperc2 a VAL(KIDS(LLieS. 25. 1033
Poperc3 * VAL(NIDSILineS. 35. 1033

CASE 6$57* Diatribution of peroolation rate for Long TersAlverage climate
LTPdietS * tTAtIXttIDS(Line$. P. 21)
Ltpercl a VALIlIDSILineS. 15. 1033
L'perc2 * VALKINDS(Lin.S. 25. 10)1
Lperc3 * VALIKXDS(LineS. 35. 1011

CASE *$558 Distribution of percolation rate for SP climate
SPrdistS - WrtINSIVIDStLineS. 5. 2))
Slpercl a VALtIIDSCLineS. 15. 10))
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SPperc2 * VSLMDILineS. 25. 1033
ferc3 * VALIthDSILineS. 35. 103l

CASE *SS9 use Late drip distributions (T or I)
odript * ETRIK$UhDSILneS. 9. 2))

CUBS $60*S distribution to ure for Early Drip WP breach tise (years since lacemsent)
MSEistS * RTRZStl(KD$Line$. S. 2))
Etarteimel * VaL(XIDS(Line. 15 10)

atartts2 * V"LIDS LaR 25. 10))
starttls3 * VAL1ZYDS(ine$. 35. 10))

CASI S51 * probability t, t UP breaches on bottom before top for earty drip Ino bathtub)
EdistS * TRMIKS DSt LineS. S. 2))
bathl * VALCKLDSineS. 1S. 20)3

Ratb2 * VAL(KIIDSLineS. 25. 1033
Zbath3 * VALMSILineS 35. 10)3

CASE S562 distribution to use for Early Drip duration of VP flooding (years since breach)
ZDdistS * TR1KS(MThS(LineS. *. 231

urtllnl - VALtlSDSILine4 1S. 10))
Zduration2 * VALtIDSCLineS. 25. 103)
zduratlOn3 * VAL(N$SELine. 3S. 10)3

CAe *S54 * distribution to use for Late Drip UP breach tit Wyears since oplacemntl
SlditS * TRK$(K=DS Lines$ * 2)3
Lstarttmel * VAL(KS(Lins$. i5. 1033
Lstarttis2 * AL(KIDS(Llne$, 25. 10)3
Lutarttjae3 - VAL0DS(LinoS. 35. 103)

cASe SCS probab ilty that IP breaches on bottom before top for Late Drip (no bathtub)
LZdistS * WMINSWItDSILineS. S. 211
Lbathl a VALIMDMineS. 1S. 10)1
Lbath2 a VALIM!DS(LjjeS. 25. 10)1
bath * VALINXD$ILine$. 35. 10)1

CASE *tSS distribution to use for Late Drip duration of VP flooding (years since breach)
LSdistS * RITnS(K1DSLineS. S. 2))
Ldurationl * VAL(IDSILOneS. 15. 2033
Lduration2 * VAL(KIDSILLneS. 25. 10)3
lduratIon3 - VALMIKDSILineS. 35. 10)3

CASE t70 distribution to use for duration of VP flooding
ZxdistS * ERlTRa(K=D$SLineS. 3. 211

xd * VALIKIDS(LineS 1S, 10)3
ex2 VALIKIOSILInS. 25. 103)
*x3 a VALKOSLIneS. 35. 1011

CASE S72 * distribution to use for SS corrosion rate in aw/yr
BSSdistS * IITRIXS(NIS(LineS. 3. 2)*
SSSerl - VAL(VIDS(LineS. 15, 2010
ZSScr2 * VAL(KIDSLineS, 25. 10)l
Msserl * VALIKIDSLineS, 35. 1033

CASE S74t distribution to use for boron factor
ZfecditS * RTR2IKS1NID(LieS. S. 23)
Stacl * VALUICD$(LineS, 15. 1033
Bfsc2 * VAL(D$(LineS. 25. 101)
Bfac3 * VAL(IDS(LineS. 35. 1031

END SELECT
LOOP
CLOSE t

Load waste stream data

PRT -Loading aste stream dat
PRINt
MINT flscords Loade-ds
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OMl Icsml.wamr FOR ISM ACCEUS *l&O As01
Do MMTL Corti)

LA=TZ 7. 17
n nt of ,1 count

count . count * 1
DIn Dz.UT S.1. LineS

sumassyln) * VILIES(Linest 32. 1012
o nrichan) VAL (KIDS(LIne 42 10)1
burnupin) * VAL(KZDS(Line. S2. 12

discharge * VAL(KID LisS. 72. f1) discharge year not used in cael
*assytylp * VXLI(KDS(Line$. 0I. 1)) assembly modal number not used in Cale
reactnus * VALID$(LineS. St. 3)) reactor rD not used ia elc

rasetypeS * LWR1KStRTRZO KIKDS(LiftS. 124, 4)11
b * burnup()1 I 1000
* enrichn
t * 10 * set time at 10 years for kinf based loadcurv
rr reactypeS a *11R 41

totpw a totpwr * mumsey n)
IF UloadeurvS - Y NMW Llcadourvi * . INT

Include only MR assemb1es that met upper loading limit
k * L1 * I 2 : b * L.3 * t * a *** * b ^ 2 * W * t 2 * L7 a 2
k * C * W * b * * * LS * b * t * L10 * * * L a*Lit * b ^ t 112 b 3 * 13 * 3 ^
F k *c Uloadlia SSEN

Knum a*u * nutasayla)
pkeff * 0
IF D * T HM

o - UFDOX

O * 370Dox
3ND IF
ion i * so0e 70 aoo00 8737 10

Icff * kFullDealD. a. b, L. 01
Ir keff > pkeft TMN pkeff * koff

IF pk ff * (limit - .02) TMs
totassy * totasay * numasayn)
a n a +

3401? URI010SYD

BLSirIc ladeurv$ * IN, AND Lloadcurv$ * IT, TMg
*Include only 1VW1 assemblies that meet lowear loading limit

L Lc* 1:. a 1.1. b a 1.13 *I t 1.1.4 **a 1.. * b 2 L* uA*t 2 * L? a -2
Lkh N L a11. b I a U .1. b I t 1..1 * aO I a I t .11 * a t I a 11.22 b '3 LL13 a 3

IF Lkh a- Lloadlim TMg
tnus * Knus * numasayln)
pkeff .0
IF ) * 0 S * -

=.SOe
340 IF
FOR * * b000 TO 0000 5t* * 100

WEf* * *rull[ragI. a. b * L, 0 *
IF heft a plot TM2 paeff - heff

IF PDe v [limit - .02 T1M
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totasay * tot"aay * nuimaayln

.~~END Sr

Lnu. * lan au.masasyfa)

BL38£ UloedcurvS * IT, AND Lloadcurvg a -- TEN
* include only 7WR assemblies that meet both loading lilits
k * LI * L2 ' b * LS * t I L e * LS * b 2 * A * t 2 * L'* 2

- k *k *La b '**L3 * b * t * LIe* t * 1 * b a t L12 *b 3 LI]@ 3
Lk * LLI * LLS* * L:t* Li .e b ^ 2 * Lii * t ^ 2 * L a * 2
Sr Lk * *B b * a . Lle b * LlO * * * t * LII * b * t * LL12 . b 3 * LL13 3 3
IF 1k -4 Uloadliml AMD IMk * loadlta) THEN(

K*m * Rnu. * nu asy(nl
pkeff - 0

O * UFDOo

O a 6FDox
rnD IF
FMR * 5000 TO $0000 CM 100

koft * brullDegCD. *. b. I. 0o
8 kheft P prhft T5=3 potlf * keff

IT pkelf * Ilit - .02) ?EX1-
totanr; totanay + numaaaytn)
n~m

4D IT
Z.3zZ? Lk. Lloeadlia nE

lmn * num numaesylna

um * Unua + numa*ayln)
END IF

Include entire PMi population
Knum * Um a numasayinl
plott * 0
I p * 0 1R5N

o - urOOx

o 7sDOX
END '?
POR I * S000 TO f0000 STEP 100

keff - kfullDegID. e. b. 1. 0)
IF teff a pkotf TH1EN pkeff * k ff

NEXT I
IF pkceff . (limit - .02) STEN

totasay * totassy # numasayin)
ENO NDn * n*

END IF

CLOSE Li
PRINT
Calculate traction of 15R waste stream in above, balow, and within the loading cang"

Lfrae * Lnn J totpwr 'fraction of HER fuel below loading rang.
Efrac * knum f totywr fraction of 15WR fuel within loading range
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Kfrac D RU / to"p.r ftraction of rWR fuel above loading range
rac-tion of fuel in loading range with peak kbff that exceeds limit - .02

cufrac - totasay I gnu

Rmnt 'Total VUR assemblies in waste stream * totpwr

Start calculation

PRIN'r t2. traction of FWR wast* stream below loading ran for AP UP * *: Lfrac
PRINT 62 Fraction of VWR wate stream In AP UP * Is hfraw
PRINT 62 :Fraction of nM waste stream above loading range for AP VP * 's Kirac
PRINT 3. Traction of FMR wast stream below loading range for AP UP * I I frac
PRINT 3, *Praction of FUR waste stream in AP P *- s lfraw

RU~M 033. Fraction of FMR waste stream above loading range for AP VP r *I A frac
PRINT 64. Fraction of PFR waste stream below loading range for AP UP * ' Ltrsc
PRINT 04, *Fraction of Pt n waste strem in AP VP a *g Wfrac
PR3M? 64. 'Fraction of FUR waste strem above loading range for AP VP * P frac

PRINt 'Fration of PdR waste stream below loading rcae for AP UP I s Lfrac
PRIN 'Fraction of FUR waste strem in a UP - ', Yfraw
PRI11 praction of PUR waste stream above loading range for aP MP Is Nfrac
PRINT
PRIm 62. Kax. fraction of fuel in AP UP capable of exceeding limit * ' CKfrac
PRIT 6. S, ax. fraction of fuel in AP hP capable of exceeding limit * ' Cffrac
PRIN 64U. *ax. traction of fuel in AP UP capable of exceeding limit I s Cffrac
PRINT Kax. fraction of fuel in AP VP capable of exceeding limit = i enfrac
PRlINT

Seed random number generator

IT seed - -1 ?KME seed * TIMER
p print output column headers

PRINT 62. 'Sed value * ', seed
PRINT S2. -------- …--------_-- ________-------- ____-- _______________________________
PRINT 02. 'KPI Drip? Type Breach bath? Duration Crit? time free pfrac ptim.
PRINT t2, …------------------______________________ _ __ _ _----
PRnT 64, Seed value * I seed
PRINT t4 - -------------------------------- I
PRINT 4. U PS Drip? Type Breach Seth? Duration Crit? Time frwe pfrac ptim_'
aS 64, - ------ ----------------------------------------------------------- I

PRINST 'sed value * *: seed
PRINT -------------------------- -----------------------------------------_____
PRINT 'UtP Drip? type Breach Oath? our Crit? time frae pfrac ptime
PRINT- --------------------- __-__________________._.__.
FOR i 1 TO Sasplosise

RANDOMIZZ TIMER 'reseed from timer

Samplo probability distributions for this realization

*perc rate and duration for first PD climate
CPOpre * Saple lDPdistS. PDprelr. PVDrc2. PDPerc3)
CPDdur * SaaIe(CPDdistS, CPDdurl. CPDdur2. CPDdur31
perc rate for first LTA climate

LTApercA * SawVli(LtPdiSt$. Ltprcl. LTporc2. LWpre3)
* Get fraction of UPs dripped on during current PD and flrst LSA climate
PDfrae * Feep(CPi ero)
Lslfrac * P4sLTApercA)

Sea if UP gets dripped on and sample from appropriate
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uP breach time end bathtub duration It necessary
DRIPfrc * MM
Kr CEZfrtrc *- PWfrsc '2201 P dripped on early

*stsrttie * ple(zsditS. 2starttimel. Catarttime2. Satarttime3l
duration * lS elDdiatS. Zdratiool, 2duration2. duration3)
bothtrac - SamplelZBditS. Xbath1. Sbath2. Sbathli

aLUXI DRIPfrac *. LTAfrac THEN I UP dripped an late
drips * =
IF LdripS * Y' 'TM use late drip distributions

starttime * Sampls(ldists, vLtarttinel. Latarttiae2. Latarttise3l
duration : Samvl2(Udist$. Lduratlonl. Lduration2. lduration~l
bathfrac * Sasee(LaditS. ibethl. ibatb2. Lbatb3i

WLE
starttime * CPDdur * SasplelSditS., Utarttiuel, Zatarttme2. tstarttimel)
duration * SasplCZdiat$, adurstionl. iduration2, Rduraticn3)
bathtrac * Sample(ZMdltS. Nbathi, Zbath2. Ubath3;

MlD IF
=LSz dripS * 10D -P not dripped on

starttime * -1
duration -1
batbfrac e

ND IF
Determine what type of UP this is if not given

IF UPtypeas * ASL '1T1
uip Cs * mID
IF NPfrac *C Tfrac TltN

Wptypes * 'A'
flEE!? NPIrac 4- (Lfrac * trac) AND Ulfrac a Lirac SBEN

ItNYPOS * 'AP'

,I IF
MSD IF
CritS = o
free - C
pfrac * 0
ptiae * 0

,Determine if bathtub Is formed for UP wider drip
bathS * '130
IF dripS * Y2S AND FM 5- bathfrac THEN bath$ - YtS ,WS duration * -1time * -2.

See it this UP has a chance of exceeding limit

'UP not under drip or not absorber plots WP or not bathtub
1? urtypeS 4 'AP, Olt dripS * '30' OR bath$bS hO, THEN 100
'UP is absorber plate under a drip but doesn't contain right fuel
I? MID >. Cifrac AND Samplosize > 2 THEN 100

Sample for duration of climates for this realization

CCdur * SgampleCCdistS. CCdurl. CCdur2. CCdur3)
SPtdurA * Same(SPDdistS. SPDdurl. sPDdurn. SPDdur3)
SP11dur1 * Sample :PdtS S ri PDdurl P SP2dur31
SPDdurC * SaplISPOdiatS SPDdurl SPDdur2 SPDdur3)

sample for percolation rates of later climates for this realization
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pore rate for second LA climate
aperces * SapleLPdiats. LTPrel L.petre2. Lfterc31
pere rcat for third LS, elite

LTApercC * lSauul(LTdiat$, Lrpercl. 1*perc2. L~qerc3)
*pere rate for fourth LtA climate

LsAperCD * SaMleILTPdiat$. LIperCI. l, trc2, LTperc3)
prre rate for *seond PD or BP climate

I RND -. PDprob "M
SPDpercA * Saul EUPDditSt * Mpercl, FDpert2, Ppere32

ELSE SPDPercA * SanpletSPPdiat$. Sperel. Slperc2. tlperc3)

*pore rate for third Po or St climato
IF MND'. POprob Thm

SPOPercD a Sapl-JSPDdirtS. PDPercl. ppec2, Pperc3)
EC SPOrc * SBMIp(SP~diet$. $lpercl. SPperc2. SPperc3)
END IF
perc rate for fourth PD or p climte

IF IND a- PDprob TM N
BPDPercC * SapleVIOtSPOM t OPIner. PePerc2, Pnpre3l

ELSE SPDparcC * axplelSPrdist$. Morel. UPpere2. SPperc3)
MDM I
*ligure out time when climate changes and flow rates
Ptimel * CPDdur
Ptime2 * cedur
rtim3 cedur * SPDdurA
Ptim * 2 * Cedur
PtiS * 2 * CCdur * aPndurS

time6 a 3 * CCdur
Ptim7 3 a CCdur * SmDdurc
wflowl * OaSep aplC erc)
Iflow2 a O.MeLTApercA)
PfloW3 * QsnpISPDperc)
lflowS - 0oaplltsApercBP
Iflows a QaeplSprc )
PflowG *-Qr ePlLTApercC
Iflow7 * 0eeepESFDpereC
flowS * QOupELPAparcD

SaMple for other parameters

ax a samplolGxdiltS. xKI, eX2, ex) get xchange efficienec
cr a 1000 * SaMPle4(SSditS. MSSrl, ESScr2. ISScrV3 ,et SS corrosion rate
fac * SMPleVIGfeedistS, *feal. *fac2. *fac3) e t boron factor
SSecr a foe er
eritical fraction that must be reached before wP is considered
to have exceeded limit

frac a *ND
F SaIpleie 2 PnT frc * 1 *buts off Konte-carlo for single realization eaes

* Perform mass balance for this UP

PRNw *3. UWP. I
PI 03 --------------------------------------------------------
PRINT 03. Time afrac aSSthick oxide ESol'
AD n3 -3------------------------------------------------------------

SEeL? ChAS
CASE 0
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CaLL Uniseg(time. frec. pfrao. ptimai

CALL Setigmgtise, frec. pfrac. ptimea
D SELECT

otutut results to meen and aufanry ttle

100 ;r dripS * IYES- TNH

Is pfr e: I IIPtim PRNTl2 is I a drip$s 1: IPtyp*Sj I nt rtatie I I buth~j I dur tion; It Crlt~j I t time; tract

pfr'act 1 ptime PRINT It 6. ,: drip$; I It WPtygSa e * It s tarttine; * bathS; * duration; I ; CritS; I ; time; I *; frc e

IF? 1, i* ; dripS` s drtpeS I : etettSI 1 starttiS; I bth;I duration; I IC C ; time; I frti
;frac; It* pfree: Is piL~e

IND IF

NEXT I
PINrT S2. R.un finished at a FINSS; * on s DATMS

RINT 3 aun finished at Is TIKSs I on I DATZS
PRINT *4. tun finished at ; VIXES; I on Is BATS
CLOSE 02
CLOSE 03
CLOSE 64
END

REK SSTATIC
FUNCTrION Bull (b)

Function to calculate delta-k/k from boron in solution for fully degraded besket

W - .0232550 - .03563S3 * LOb) + .0142821 * WM3 I 2 - l.916tS5-03 I LoG0b) ^ 3
utli * EaInora(Cr. *L90s) mccount for regression uncertainty

IND FUNCTION(

FUNCTIN Part ib. th. 0}

Function to calculate delta-k/k from boron in solution for partially degraded basict

* 6.37"9Z-03 - .0607375 * LOSb) * .0208433 * LOOMb) 2 - 2.21564Z-03 * LOGMbI * 3 * 3.59713-04 * th 4* .236855-03 * 0
BPart - Znv~ormhfB. .006761

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION Flow MtI

Flow onto VP to model climate change

SHUtED Ftimel. Ttiae2. Ftime3. Ftime4. PtimS. rtiong, rtiae7
BHA FD Frlowl. Ff1ow2, Fflvw3, Fue 4. Ffleow5. Tflow6. Iflow7. FflowS
SELEC CASE t
CASE IS < Itimal

Flow * wFlowl
CArSE IS *. timel

Flow * FElowl
CASK iS *- rti_2

Flow = Ffl1w3
CAS IS FtrM;3

Flow * Fleow4
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CASE ZS >- YtI4
Plow * FflowS

CASE IS * ptimes
low, * rrlow,

CASE 1S 0a. Ttim*i
Flow - Vi 1ow7

CASE IsS .- FeiMeT
Flow * FumeSl

DID SELECT
tDD FUNCTION

VUNCTION Fseep (percl

Samples for fraction of WPn dripped on at a given percolation rate

SHARED Vpercl). Facant). Fsd0. num?

DO UNTIL peretil a- porc OR i 3 numr

LOOP
IF 1 * mm? THEN If parc is off-scals than Tsepgr

Vamp * I
ELSrIV fpercgi) * porc THN if pare exactly matches an seep table entry

fseep * 1navatele lxTaniL). FWdi. 1)
ELSE *iinearly interpolate from imeep table

man - Fmanil - (fterctl - perel Iperclil - Fperc(i - 1)) * (Fusanlil - Feanhl.
stdov - Fadl) - (perc(L1 - parc) Il prc() - ferc(i - 1)) ^ lad ll - Fsd(i - All
rseap . InvSetahz. man. stdev. 21

mmD IF
DID FUNCTION

-FUNCTION FullCfrec ID. t. 0. b. limit)

Function to determine critical fraction for fully degraded basket

SNeD nmumasyl) enrichl). burnupV). n. totasey I wariables shared with main program
totalcrit * O * total number of assablies which exceed keff limit
FOR iL *O 0 n,- I

k - k ullDeg(D. enrichbi). burnupoi) / 1000. t. 0O
IF D * 1 ThU

IF b 4 30 TNEN

ELSE
U * S~ull~b)

k * k ll(D * Rr)
END IF
IF k a- limit THIN totalcrit * totalcrit * numasyi)

NEXT I
FullCfrac a totalcrit I totassy

rDD FUNCTION

FUNCTION Invteta u.tin man. *tdav. ax)

Function to randomly asaple beta CU

make zero lower end of distribution
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mean * mean - mn
max - max - min

nornalize distribution

IF max a 0 THEN
Invaeta * 0 result is ero
GCTO 200

END IT
IF mean * 1 AMD tdav *.0 THEN

hnvyeta 1 result ia one
aomo 200

VND Ir
u mean / max

Iia * stdav f max
IF au * 0 AND gig * 0 TMEN

inveta, a result ts earn
*GOTO 200

END I?

:calculate beta distribution prareters

alpha * (mu 2 - nu 3 - au* * ^i 21 m ai^ 2
beta 41 - mu I au * lpba

DO UNTIL test *- 1 MMD test * 0
ul * ND
e2 * END
test = ul (I I alpha) u2 U / betal

h0 bet- * vint * mi ^ 11 I alpha) test max

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION InvfWors (mean, stdev)

Function to randomly sample normal COF

gVenerato a random value that ts normally distributed with
a man of 2ern and variance of 1

norm a 0
FOR I * T o 12

norm * norm * RND

norm * norm -
InvNora * atdev I norm, mean

OND FUNCTION

Ftmclro)1 ZnvUni (min, max)
Function to randomly sample uniform CDP

InvUni - min + TXD * (max - *in) I Sample the uniform distribution
IND FUNCTION
FUNCTIONII n~Mib (alpha, beta, theta)
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Function to randonly salo three parameter weibull cOF

InvuWib * theta * alpha * t-14Ctl - RM I ̂  t1 / beta) I Sgle the weibull distribution

FUelZNC tfullDeg tD, a. b. t, 0)

Function to calculate keff for fully degraded basket configurations

IT D 0 T10 * use regression for uniform exidc dirtributica
ke -5.127955 * 1.6S615 * 10C0t) - 8.52J523-03 * b * .25266 * -* .11371 * WCGlt) 2 * .0046707 * ltl 3 ^ 6.69643-05 * b 2 -

1 632273-07 * b 3- .0671372 a * ̂2 5.360833-03 * * 3 - 4.08151-04 * LOattI * b -
7.237083-03 * 1.00t) a - 5.259763-03 * I

kFullDeg * zavlmormik 00463) account tor regression uncertainty
e regression for *ottled oxide di tributica

k *-1.2516*1 mg .683"154 o * Ott - 6KL333d-03 * rb t.26645 - .0640282.* LOOM) 2 * .926311-03 L WaGt 3 -2.670413-05 *b

2* 6.121573-07 b 3 - .0618276 a 2 * 5.203523-03 * a - 1.26157-04 * * - OM . b 4 2
.005084i * LC00t) a - .140916 * I

krullfeg * InvNorm(k. .00906 account for regression uncertainty

31W FullcroD14

nFCtZCN kPartOeg ID, a. b. t. 0. th)

Function to calculate eft ftor partially degraded basket configurations

i1 U - 0 SHEN I use regression for uniform wide distribution
k * 2.3S498 - .0066737 * b - 1.8056Z-05 b 2 * .1418 a - .0071354 *a 2- .5193 L oGt) * .05471 *WLt)I 2 - .0022606*

0k(t) 2 3 -.00;.074906673th b .010646 °th 2 S.23349-04 * th 3
kPartDOg * Invor tk; .00831) account for regression uncertainty

3LS I use regression for settled oxide distribution
he 1.7209S .0067237 * b - 1.66673-05 * b 2 * .13348 * a - .0060497* a 2- .31232 * 100() .037442 *LOOMt 2- .001471S

1.00Gt) * 3 - .016797 I 0 .066316 -th * .0094036 * th * 2 - 4.6905E-04 * th 3
kPartDeg - lnWlorat}. .00646) account for regreasion uncertainty

ZND FUNCTION

FmMrtON PartCfrac (D. t. 0. th, b. limit)

Function to determine critical fraction for partially degraded basket

" Uf0nssyll. enrichO. burnupl. A. totasry
totalcrit * 0 total number of assemblies which exceed keft limit
FOR i * 0 SO n - 1

k * kPartDvegV. enrichlil. burnuplil / 1000. t. 0. th)
IF D * I THEN

IF b *30 THEN1
5? * 0

ZLSE
*? * art(b. th. 0)

1ND IF
k * k * Il * 8)

mm( IF
IF k *- limit THEN totalcrit * totdlcrit nuassyli)

PartCfrac * totalcrit I totassy
ZND FUNCTION
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iWClWoN Cseep (parc)

samples for drip flow rate at a given percolation rate

SHARED Operc(i. Oman(tl Od(l. Unax, OMmo
£. 0
Locate parc is on OQcep table

DO UNTIL Qperc(l) >- perc OR i s n*mo

UwOP
SF I > numO THEN iL pere Is off-scale then linearly extrapolate

mean Omsanti - It (Oeenati - 13 - tmeanti - 21) 1 (Operc(i - 11 - Operc(i - 21) * pare
*tdev * OWti - 11 W tQWdli - 1) - Wsdti - 2)) # (Opercil -1) - Opercti -2)) parc
max - a lx(- 1) * (maxti - 1) - Omaxii - 2)) 1 J parcli 1) - Qpercti 2)) p Parc
Qsep * InvaetalO. mean. stdav, max)

ELSE, ? Qparclil * Par fNeN it parc exactly matches an Osep table entry
Oseep * InvetaitO Oe mnt(Il. sdti) Oax(li))

51.50 linearly interpolate from OQeep table
man * OeanL) - (Qcercti) - perc) J (Operc(i) - Cpercli - 1)) * Oman(Li) - meantli - 1L)
*tdav * Qsdti) - Mperc(i) parc) / tMorcti) - Qpercti - 1)) * IQtdlil - OsUti -M1
=x * WaWxil - ftPre(i) - Pre) / erc(il) - Operclt- I)) tOeaxil) - asaxti 1))
Oseap * Invzota(O. mean. *tdav. ax)

1tD IF
END FUNC~T2

FUNCTIO Sample IDietS. paraml. parsm2. param3)

Function to *elact and saple the deired distribution

SEEC CASE DistS
CASE F. fixed value

sample - paraml
CSE *0 Unitorm distribution

Sample * InvUnilpersul. paraa2)
CASEL W Log Uniform distribution

Sample * SXPIZnvtni(p aram1 parsm2))
CASZ W Itiball distribution

Sample - Inveiblparanl. paran2 pares3)
CASE -IN.

sample * UP(IniWeb(parml, pera.2. pars.)))
CASS -M.

Sample * ME(-Envzib(poraml. peram2. pVars3))
CASE K.

Sample * InvNors(paraml. param2l
CASE ELSE

PRINT 'Unknown Distribution Specified in Input
EN5D

END SELECT
END FUNCTZ00

Smm Setbeg (time. frec. ptrsc. ptime)

* Subroutine for determining critical traction as a function
of time and degradation for settled oxide distributions

SHARED *tarttiml. duration, V. ex, SSScr, limit, inc. samplesise
SHARED sSSthick. hwp. Void. CritS. USSvol. SCSox. J2lSx. Slobx
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Set local variables

Oxide * SCSox assume that all of carbon steel corrodes before any other degradation occurs
tert * Ct ' tenrttime / Inc) 'Round start time to the nearest inc years

time - tatart I Inc
durat * CSIN(daration / Ic) Round duration to the necrest inc years
tend * tim + durat * Inc
thickness a BSSthick
Voidspace * Void
Borsol * 0
cfroc * O
pfrsc . 0
ptie * *

Calculate critical traction at each time between breech of wP and dreining of UP
accounting for the amount of basket degradation which has occured

Co tlNTIL (time a tend OR Icfrac a.- free)

Calculate critical traction at time

iF thickness a 0 TEN
cfrac a ftrtCfrac(l. time Oxide. Thickness. DorSal, limit)

ZLSVI7 OidThick a- 0 TRW3

smooth transition between oxide settled to bottom of cells end
oxide settled to bottom of waste package

cfracgart * tartCfractl. time. ISCsox * SBSSox). 0. DorSol. liat)
cfracfull * llfrecil. time. SFDox. orSol. limit)
cfrc * cfracpart * cfracfull) / 2

ELSE
efrec - FullCfrac(l. timC Oxide. Dorsal. limit)

RINjr 03. time * , cfrac; * * Thickneses * I Oxide; * *; sorsol

Updatr the peak critical fraction end tim counters if
this critical fraction is higher than the previous

IF cfrac * pfrmc TME3
pfr c * ofrac
ptim e tim

gm IF

time * tim * inc increment tim by inc years

Degrade hesket for next timstep

OldThick * Thickness PS3S thickness at time
Thickness * Thickness - 2 * SScr / 1000 * inc SsS thickness at time * inc years

Amount of oxide at next timtep

Ir Thickness a 0 TKEN
Oxide * SCSox * ISSSthick - Thickness) / BSSthick * SSSSox

Oxide * SFDox Oxide amount constant once 3Ss finisxbs degrading
ZND 1y
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Account for reduction in Voidopac. caused by oxidation of SSS

xV Thickness 3 0 nMH
Voidtpace * Vold * SSlthick - Thickness S338cr I 1000 * inc) I fsstick aSSvol

ZLSE
Voidspace a Void + bSavol

rsu IF

calculate amount of boron in eolution loet to exchange flushing in inc years

SorLost * Eex * llowitime) J ma) Voidepace * sorSol
IF dorLost * DorSol TMN soriot* BorSol Prevents loss of more boron than in solution
ZIP OLdThick -a 0 TMW

r orsl h orsk l norost S WOR completely degraded at previous timestep so no more supply term
51.831 Thickness * 0 THU

BorSol * Dorgal - Borboet * (OldThick - Thickness) I 55lthiek * aup Som BS3 remaining at next timestep

SorSol * eortal orLoest * OldThick I USSthick * vup BSS coapletely degrades between timesteaps
END if

LOOP
IF OT (afrac -- frec) THEN tie * -1 f3Lf CritS * Y3S

SMl Wu

SUB tiniDeg Itim. fre. pfrac. ptime)

Subroutine for determining critical fraction as a function
of time and degredatlon for uniform oxide distributions

NARZD *tarttlo, duration. D. ex, 933cr, limit. inc, Sanplesize
DASe SSSthick. uwp. Void. CritS. b55vol. VCSox. URSSox. uWos

* Set local variables

tide t UCsoxs sseume that all of carbon steel corrodes before any otber 'egradation occurs
tstart - CIwTletarttime I Inc) Round start time to the nearest Inc years
time e tstart * Inc
durat e CXNTlduration / L* ) 'Round duration to the nearest inc years
tend e time # durat * Inc
Thickness - rSsthick
Voidpace Void
Zorsol * 0
¢frac * 0
pfrac * O
pte * O

Calculate critical traction at each time between breach of NP and draining of VP
accounting for the amount of basket degradation which has occured
Do this until basket drains or a criticality occurs

00 UIDIL (time * tend) OR cftrac -- frac)

Calculate critical fraction at time

1F Thickness a 0 THUN
cfrac * FartCfrac(0, time. Oxide. Thickness, SorSel, limit)

RLSRIF Old~hick 3a 0 THEN
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Smooth transition 6ei4en oxide distributed uniformly in cells.
and oxid distributed uniformly In waste package

efracpart * setCfrc 40. time lUCSox * gasoxi 0k orSol. limit)
cIreetull * ?ullctrac. tim e ox. rSorl limt)
ct IeC * Ictsrepert * cfractull) f 2

EL5E
cirac * FullCfrac(.O ties. Oxide. BorSol. lnit)

MND IF
RaNrr *3, times s afrac I I Thickness; I ; Oxide; I , BorSol

:Updat* the peak critical fraction end time counters if
this critical fraction is higher than the previous

iF efr e * pfrasc 5XE
pirac * cfrac
PtimC * time

!ND IT

time tismt * inc increent time by Inc years

Degrade basket for next timmetep

Oldhick * Thickness ElI SS thickness at time
Thickness * Thickes - 2 * SScr f 100 * inc ESS thickne a t time * inc years

* Amount of oxide at time Inc years

IF Thickness a 0 TM
Oxide * UCSox * INSSthick - Thicknessl / Blthick * UBSeox

Oxide * UfDox Oxide ount constant once SSS finishes degrading
!ND IF

* Account for reduction in voidepece caused by oxidation of aSs

IF Thickness * 0 SHZN
Voidspace * Void * WSSthick - Thickness * 38er I 1000 * ac) / SSBthick * SSvol

ELSE
Voidspace - Void * SSSvol

!ND IF

* calculate amount of boron in solution lost to exchange flushing in inc years

SorLost e fox * Flowitim) * inc) f Voidapace * IorSol
IF Sortost a orSol e 1SH SorLost c orgol Prevents loss of more boron than in solution
IF Oldnhick -4 0 7113

S orSol * morSol - orLorst S oepletely degraded during previous timestep so no more supply tars
ELSE! Thickness sI 0 TXE31

SorSol * horSol - 0orLort * 1OldThick - thicknessl I NSSthick * Sop *So US remaining at next timestep
MELS

BorSol a SorSol - SorLost * OldThick f SSthick * Swp SS8 coepletely degrades between tiaosteps

L400P
IF NOT Ictrac a- fred TSNrW time a -1 ES CritS * nY8*

E3N SUB
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To: John Massari@CRWMS
cc:
From: David Sevouglan
Office Phone:
Date: 0223/98 04:42:30 PM
Subject.Final (?) seepage-model update

John,
Here is the ¶final" seepage model? The reference Is YMP Milestone #SLXO1 MM3, completed 1/27/98, WBS#

1.2.5.4.1, entitled 'Complete Draft VA UZ Abstraction/Test Document". As I said on the phone, the information In that
document Is slightly outdated from the Info below. The final document will be the TSPA-VA Technical Bases Document
due this summer.

Dave

Foiwarded by David Sevougian on 02/23t98 04:41 PM

c i R_
mlwilso@snark.nwef.sandia.gov on 02/16/98 08:40:52 PM

To: David Sevougian, Vinod Vanikat
cc: Jerry McNeish, Robert Andrews, bsramaralduke-energy.com, cftsangg Ibl.gov, ckho~malIguy.nwersandia.gov,

ctstock@mallguy.nwer.sandla.gov, gsbodvarsson~lbl.gov, guomin~hydrailbl.gov, hadocrkemaflguy.nwer.sandia.gov,
ihgauthOmailguy.nwer.sandla.gov, rjmaclddmaflguy.nwer.sandia.gov

SubjectFinal (?) seepage-model update

To all:

with any luck, this e-mail will be the final update of the TSPA-VA base-case
seepage model. The biggest difference from previous versions is at very
high percolation fluxes -- several hundred mm/yr. However, there are minor
changes in numbers throughout, caused by improved numerical procedures that
were introduced to solve problems that became obvious only at very high fluxes.
The method for using these numbers is the same as described in previous
e-mails.

percolation
(ma/yr)

0.
2.2
3.9
9.2
14.6
73.2
213
500
980
> 980

mean fseep

0.
0.
0.00844
0.0462
0.167
0.403
0.590
0.743
1.
1.

st.dev. fseep

0.
0.
0.0144
0.0785
0.283
0.427
0.398
0.386
*0.
0.

percolation
(mm/yr)

mean Qseep
(mW3/yr)

st.dev. Qseep
(mW3/yr)

upper bound (mean+l0*higma)
(mW3/yr)

0. 0.
2.2 0.

0. 0.
0. 0.
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3.9 0.0123 0.0111 0.123
9.2 0.0124 0.0112 0.124
14.6 0.0402 0.0364 0.404
73.2 0.361 0.352 3.88
213 1.54 1.38 15.3
500 4.50 3.77 42.2
'500 extrapolate linearly

If anyone has comments or suggestions, please let me know.

-- Mike Wilson
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To: John Massari G C R W M S
cc: Joon Lee @ C R W M S
From: Kevin Mon
Office Phone:
Date: 0318/98 01:32:08 PM
Subject: TSPAVA rev.01

John -

Here is the six regions for TSPA-VA basecase rev 01.

ItmI

ouft,3Gr6.,In

Don't hesistate to call if you need more Info,
Kevin
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Load In PWR waste stream data A :=READPtpwrNprni) Wcalpwrassy :uZgo PR

Define keff Regresslon Parameters for htly Degraded Basket wth Unform- Corroslon Product: F :

Notr tatS ohn E rmaoedons o

(Note that for both reresslons d-0 Is for uniforn.- oxkb dstrbhon)

-5.12955

1.6S615

-0.00352852

Q2Y266U

-0153971
0.00467070

0.00X63964
-O.OOOO t63227

-0.0671372
0.00536083

-0.00048151

0.00723708

Fuly Degraded 0L *'J'U'X"-v-s J
Baskettm14DD W OW
Regressi-on

kF(da., b. tO) :=Fo d FId I"(t) +F P2dbi -3 F4.d4a + F t se4t' FS.db 2 -+ F7+-b +Fgdat2+ F 4*Y.g F ,t)bg+FI tt)-a+F21 O

ExamPle FUlly Degraded Basket keff Regression Results for 4.9% enrIcht 34 GWdfMTU fuel in 33 vd% urnfrm oxdde

kF(0.4.9.34.im.331 H P'1 _

1*10 11d -0d r*1O

t 7118198
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Attachment IVPWRporob.mcd

Define functions for calculating traction of PWR populatlon that exceeds s avan k5limit
based on degraded conflguration parameters

Fcfrac(d,t.O,BjI)- towcnt-O Initialize total exceeding limit bin to zero.

for Is l0. (oww(A.)- 1) Begin steping tough PWR assembly bitch hecords hn matrix A.| d J A.-2 t O) For each batch record detsmeine ka using fly degraded basket regression.It*. ci if k If kfor batch Is greater than limit then hIcrement bin by number of assemblies In batch.

ytob rkOnce all records have been processed, determine fraction of PWR assemblies exceeding
limit by divding total number hi bin by the total number of PWR assemblies In waste steam.

Calculate fraction exceeding 0.98 *s a function of tUme for a flooded fully degraded basket with 33% uniform oxide starting at 3000 venrs

i =0 .. 97

Co1 :=-3000ji-IOO1

C11 :u1FCfrac(O.C,x33.0.0.98)

II

o i-idl 2-d 3sid' 4.354 d',e 6ad' 7WId4 p-1d4 ,*G IniO
lietem

2 7t1619B
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Cheek of eumulative per esakaus probablty of exceeding 0.98 by 100.000 years

Mean percolaton rate for long term average dlimate Is 88.8 mmnyr (from Section 5.1.1)

Mean probability thaS padcage gets dripped on at thIs percolation rate based en the Info hI Table 5.1.2-1 Is:

Pdripw.16r7+ !(3tL-l4.6P!R--2-l6*7)1 1d.064~~r~~~a ~(73.2- 14.6)JJ Pdrip -0.26446

Probablity that a packge under a drip Is breached by 100.000 years based on Figure 6I A-1 W Pbrech :=04

Probabilithat breached WP under drip will accumulate water for any length of time based on IWfo In Sect.on 5.1.Sla: Pbath :=A775

Mean SS corrosion rate from Figue 5.1.6-1 Is: ss:. liae!
yr

Mean boron factor from Section 5.1.6 i Bfic :-25

Mean time to corrode 7mm of 8-SS from both aides Is: 7 A, I1r
2-Bfac SS

Probabity that WP floodng lasts onger tan mean time required to corrode -SS based on Figure 5.1.5-1 ic Pdur -0.65

Probablifty that WP cornains luel which will aeceed the 0.98 Emit based on the above graph Is: Pit :=O.025

Slmple esimateof probabiltythatWPwl exceed 0.98 by 100,000years is: Pdrip-P *hth PdurBct8.It2062*104

This value Is close to that estimated using the Monte Carlo simulation for the no-loadcurve case In Figure 6-1

3 3 7/16/98~~~~~~la


